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ABSTRACT 
 
The failure rate of small business initiatives in South Africa is phenomenal, and much is 
needed to unravel the causes contributing to such failures. Yet small businesses are playing 
a vital part in our global economy and in particular in terms of job creation and poverty 
eradication. 
 There are internal as well as external factors that play a significant role in determining the 
success of these small businesses. In South Africa much emphasis is placed by national, 
provincial and local governments on small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to drive wealth 
creation and black economic empowerment. Therefore, an investigation into the factors 
contributing to the success and failure of SMEs is of vital importance. The South African 
government’s poverty eradication strategy, which is driven by the Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI), allocated funds for job creation programmes as a method to combat poverty 
and more importantly, to develop young entrepreneurs. Among the seven departments 
mandated by DTI was the Department of Social Development. Since the birth of the new 
democracy, this department has transformed from offering a traditional remedial method of 
service delivery to an integrated developmental approach. This approach included extensive 
community work, which includes job creation and economic empowerment through the 
establishment of small businesses. 
Given the availability of funding, the inability to spend fiscal budgets as per allocation as 
well as the charity element of receiving involved, it is important to explore whether factors 
contributing to the success of these SMEs are any different to the traditional business 
strategies. In this study, the researcher gave special consideration to the social capital 
element and its contribution in the context of community support as well as the ability of 
SMEs to become sustainable business ventures over time. 
The research study aims to highlight unique factors contributing to the success and failures 
of SMEs established by the Department of Social Development and in doing so hopes to 
manifest an improved understanding of the management of these SMEs. In chapter one, the 
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researcher gives a brief description of the activities of the Department of Social 
Development and its mandate to establish SMEs for job creation. A brief explanation 
regarding the context of the problem that was investigated is also given. Chapter two 
provides a detailed theoretical overview of the study, focusing in particular on factors 
contributing to the success and failure of small businesses. In chapter three, the research 
design and the various instruments used are discussed. Here, emphasis is placed on 
procedural issues and ethical considerations. The validity and reliability of the research is 
strongly motivated. In chapter four the research results are discussed. Chapter five aims to 
discuss the findings of the research with reference to the theoretical overview outlined in 
chapter two. Lastly, chapter six makes recommendations to the various stakeholders who 
may benefit from this research. These recommendations are the most important objectives 
of the research and should add value with regards to the management of SMEs in future, 
with special reference to the Department of Social Development in the Eastern Cape. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
 
The new South African government that came into power during 1994 was faced with the 
serious challenge of economic development. In an attempt to address the socio-economic 
disparities in which many South Africans were trapped, the Department of Trade and 
Industry (DTI) was mandated by government to unlock the potential of entrepreneurs. It is 
clear that the government had realized the pivotal role the SMME (small, medium and micro 
enterprise) sector can play in addressing large scale poverty. As a result the Poverty 
Alleviation Fund, which was an initiative of the Department of Finance during 1997, was 
established (Parenzee: 2003). According to Parenzee (2003), this fund was intended for 
community based poverty relief programmes and was rolled out as an additional assistance 
to various departments. Along with this funding came the Local Economic Development 
Fund (LEDF) that focused in particular on local municipalities. The LEDF also has the same 
objectives as the Poverty Alleviation Fund, i.e. to tackle poverty through the establishment 
of SMMEs.  
 
The Department of Social Development was among the first four departments to receive 
funding allocations from the Poverty Alleviation Fund (Parenzee: 2003). The Department of 
Social Development’s rationale was to target women as the major beneficiaries of this fund. 
It is believed that women suffer more from poverty than men. The poverty alleviation 
programmes took the form of either cooperatives and or small and medium enterprises 
(SMEs) and was key to the services rendered by the Department of Social Development in 
order to address large scale unemployment and income re-distribution (Rogerson: 2004).  
The Small Business Act of 1995 refers to cooperatives as a minimum of six shareholders. 
Cooperatives therefore replace micro enterprises. Thus, for the purpose of this study, the 
researcher will refer to small and medium enterprises (SMEs). 
In an attempt to expedite the poverty eradication programme, the Department of Social 
Development made funding available to non-governmental organisations (NGOs). This 
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collaborative move was an acknowledgement of the human resources capacity limitations 
experienced within the Department of Social Development (Parenzee: 2003).  However, the 
Department of Social Development drafted new funding criteria for NGOs as they were 
capitalizing on this funding opportunity to strengthen their position in accessing funding. 
Simultaneously, the Department of Social Development transformed their services from a 
remedial to an integrated developmental approach.  This integrated developmental 
approach allows for extensive community development work combined with traditional 
social work. This approach is congruent with the goals of the White Paper on Social Welfare 
of 1997, which was founded within a social development paradigm (Triegaardt: 2005). 
 
1.2 Problem Statement 
 
May (1998, in Triegaardt, 2005:251) defines poverty as the “inability to attain a minimal 
standard of living, measured in terms of basic consumption needs or the income required to 
satisfy them”. As the majority of South Africans are living in abject poverty, the Department 
of Social Development has a strategic role to play in the poverty alleviation strategy. 
Therefore, the transition of the South African welfare approach (from remedial to a more 
developmental one) was necessary as it allows for the creation of employment 
opportunities, which is a key driver for the poverty alleviation strategy. 
However, Du Toit (2005) contends that there are a number of challenges that prevent the 
poor from exploiting these opportunities within the social welfare context. These challenges 
are among other:    
 Funding: Government usually allocate insignificant amounts to social services 
programmes. As a result funding does not address the real need as many of these 
social services programmes need considerable and constant funding to prevent 
discontinuation and subsequent job losses. 
 Training: Du Toit (2005: 669) argues that many social services programmes fail to 
undertake training, which is important to ensure effective service delivery and at the 
same time secure “sustainable longer-term employment”.  
 Monitoring and evaluation: Monitoring and evaluation is a fundamental tool to 
assess the impact of social services programmes and to ascertain difficulties the 
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programmes may experience. Government will have more assurance to nationalise 
such social services programmes if yardsticks have been set. 
 Sustainability of employment: The duration of social services programmes should be 
carefully planned so that participants are able to distinguish between long and short 
term employment. Participants may then exit short term employment when 
acquiring long term employment. Social services programmes should re-direct its 
focus to become sustainable and have a long term impact. 
 
The Department of Social Development’s ability to spend allocated funds was one major 
stumbling block to access such opportunities and came under serious scrutiny (Parenzee: 
2003) However, according to Parenzee (2003) this Department  managed to spend R254 
million of the R634 million allocated for the 1999 to 2001 fiscal period . Despite this under-
spending, many small businesses were created. Among these SMEs, however, many have 
failed to become sustainable (Rogerson: 2004). These figures are devastating for the Eastern 
Cape in particular because according to Binns and Nel (2002) the Eastern Cape is among the 
poorest provinces in the country with the highest unemployment rate and infant mortality 
statistics in 1996. The researcher has focused on the western part of the Eastern Cape as it 
is more advanced in terms of development and delivery of services as compared to the 
former Ciskei and Transkei areas.  
 
According to a recent report released by the Department of Social Development, a total of 
1070 SMEs were established in the Eastern Cape since poverty alleviation funds were made 
available during 1999 and onwards.  These SMEs had a total number of 22 539 beneficiaries, 
which is on average 21 beneficiaries per SME. Beneficiaries can be referred to as the 
shareholders, participants or members of a particular SME who received funding from 
government. The real concern is that only 69 SMEs (6%) are currently operational and 
therefore receive funding (Social Development Report: 2008).  
 
In addition to the above report by the Department of Social Development, there is a general 
trend that poverty allocations are not spent in the financial year for which it is budgeted 
(Mingo and Claassens: 2002). The problem therefore is twofold:  
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  Departments are unable to utilise allocated funds to implement the poverty 
alleviation strategy effectively.          
 The management of SMEs at operational level. This includes the Department and 
community’s involvement in the successful implementation of SMEs.  
The researcher focused on the latter problem, investigating factors contributing to 
the success and failure of SMEs. It is the long-term sustainability and survival of 
these SMEs that will provide employment opportunities to the targeted poor.  
 
Most analysis focuses on the internal factors causing the under-spending of allocated funds, 
such as Parenzee (2003) and Rogerson (2004). Only a few researchers have tried to dig deep 
into the real factors contributing to the success and failure of SMEs within a social welfare 
context. 
 
1.3 Rationale of the Study 
The social welfare service delivery model has drastically transformed since 1994 with much 
more emphasis on prevention coupled with economic empowerment. With this new 
integrated service delivery model, social services in general can be divided into three 
categories: 
i. The bulk of the spending revolves around the national grants programme. This 
includes all old age, disability, foster care and other newly introduced grants such as 
the child support grants. 
ii. Secondly, government has committed itself to funding institutionalized care such as 
children’s homes, special care centres, early childhood development, home-based 
care programmes and the subsidization of non-governmental organizations 
rendering vital social services. 
iii. The poverty alleviation programme consists of employment creation, wealth 
distribution and empowerment of the poorest and suffices as many people’s destiny.  
The potential of creating long-term employment lies within the second and third 
categories, of which the latter can be regarded as the most significant programme 
for addressing unemployment.  
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The ambit of this research project falls within the third category and focuses on the 
following objectives: 
 To identify the key factors contributing to the success of SMEs 
established by the Department of Social Development. 
 To examine key factors contributing to the failure of SMEs. 
 To understand the management of SMEs within a social 
developmental context and identify possible unique characteristics 
pertaining to this function. 
 To make recommendations to the Department of Social Development 
regarding the future implementation of small business programmes.  
It is believed that empowerment, commitment and caring are fundamental values attached 
to rendering social services. Apart from providing SME beneficiaries with the general drive 
to establish SMEs, as well as with entrepreneurial skills to accomplish success, it is generally 
expected that social welfare services will be more successful in their job creation 
endeavours than any other department, because of these social values. Job creation 
programmes implemented by social welfare organizations or state welfare departments   
embrace the concept of reciprocated community support because of characteristics that 
evolve, such as empowerment, solidarity and inclusion (Mayer and Rankin: 2002). The study 
also looked at whether reciprocated community support is one of the unique contributions 
to SMEs’ success.  
The study was conducted within small communities although part of a larger metropolitan, 
which according to Besser (1999) is conducive for social capital characteristics such as 
reciprocated community support. In identifying unique characteristics, the study is of a 
significant value for the Department of Social Development for establishing future SMEs. It 
is unknown whether similar typical research studies have been conducted. 
 
1.4 Important Considerations 
Part of the study is a theoretical overview of the economic factors contributing to small 
business success. It is crucial for the study to distinguish between traditional economic 
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factors identified and unilateral social capital characteristics that contribute to the success 
of SMEs. Unilateral social characteristics refer to various dimensions of social capital such as 
social networks, reciprocated community support, cohesiveness and team work. The 
research focused on the internal as well as the external factors, although the first are more 
controllable by management. External factors are important to guide the Department of 
Social Development from a strategic perspective. The factors causing the failure of some 
SMEs as well as those contributing to the success of others are of equal importance to the 
study. The study does not emphasize the specific life cycle phases of the SMEs as no 
distinction is made between the years of existence of SMEs selected for the sample.  
Financial performance indicators were used to determine whether an SME was successful or 
not. Therefore, the supplementary goals of this study are to: 
 Draw up a comprehensive profile of the unique factors contributing to the 
success of SMEs within the social welfare context and subsequent practical 
guidelines. 
 Clarify important factors identified during the research process, which will 
enable the Department of Social Development to play an effective strategic 
role. 
       
1.5 Chapter Summary 
 
This chapter highlights the pivotal role of the small business sector with relevance to the 
South African government’s mission to empower SMMEs. The chapter briefly touched on 
the economic empowerment strategy that filters through to various governmental 
departments with special reference to the Department of Social Development. 
Furthermore, the capacity of the Department of Social Development is placed under the 
spotlight as far as the spending of allocated funds is concerned. Most importantly, the 
success rate of SMEs forms the basis of the problem statement.  
The chapter also depicts the historical context of the poverty alleviation strategy and the 
subsequent transformation of social welfare services. Limitations of the study are 
highlighted, which is important for the reader to evaluate the validity of the research. The 
rationale of the research study is also stipulated, including four key objectives. These 
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objectives concentrate on factors contributing to the success and failure of SMEs within a 
social welfare context. 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will attempt to outline all possible factors contributing to small business 
success and failure. As noted in chapter one, this study will make no distinction in terms of 
the life cycle stages of small business. It envisages investigating all factors across these 
stages due to the fundamental objectives of this research. According to Hall and Young 
(1991) the spread of factors contributing to failure are indifferent at the rudimentary or the 
mature phase of any small business. Furthermore, they argue that SMEs experience 
problems that are more diverse and more severe than larger organisations. Among these 
problems cited by Hall and Young (1991) are the disadvantage SMEs encounter when linking 
with the capital market as compare to larger companies. According to them, personal  
problems are another factor that contributes toward the failure of SMEs and is ranked 
higher among the smallest SMEs. According to Curren, Stanworth and Watson (1986) it is 
important to note that when establishing new business ventures, co-operatives (another 
type of SMEs) are no different from other businesses in terms of the problems they have to 
overcome. The sample of this research study consists of co-operatives. 
 
The success or failure of small business can under no circumstances be compared with 
larger companies as they are unique in terms of the economic pressures (Watson and 
Everett: 1993) such as rising oil prices and their sensitivity to other factors, i.e. adequate 
financing, economies of scale and adaptation to new business model in order to survive.  
A qualitative definition of a small business is given by the Wiltshire Committee (1971, in 
Watson and Everett, 1993:7):  
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A small business in which one or two persons are required to make all critical management 
decisions… without the aid of internal specialists and with specific knowledge in only one or 
two functional areas. 
The National Small Business Act 102 of 1996 defines a small business as ‘a separate and 
distinct business entity, including co-operative enterprises and non-governmental 
organisations, managed by one owner or more...’  In terms of size, the National Small 
Business Amendment Act No. 26 of 2003 classifies a small business as having 50 or less 
employees while micro is having 5 or less employees. Industry Canada also defines a small 
business in terms of size having fewer than 50 employees only if the business is a service-
based business (Ward: 2008). In defining small business, Gibb (1994) profiles a business 
owner or entrepreneur who performs most of the managerial tasks with an employee size 
of ten people. Furthermore, they highlighted the need to distinguish between the 
management skills of this type of a person as compared to what is required in a medium or 
large company. Taking the above definitions in perspective, it is evident that the size of a 
firm and management tasks or responsibilities is among the criteria used to define a small 
business. However, Warren, Payne and Hodgson (2008) contends that turnover of the 
business is the most commonly used criterion throughout the world. They also list the 
following criteria when defining a small business: turnover, gross income, taxable income, 
net assets, concentration of ownership, equity, number of employees, stage in life cycle of 
business and industry-based size relativity.   
In view of the above definition one can clearly understand the vulnerability of small business 
to factors that could impact negatively to its growth. Mbogoro (2006) stated that this 
vulnerability of SMEs needs to be reduced in order to create an enabling environment. On 
the other hand, small business can use their size to their advantage when sudden changes in 
the customer market erupt and the supply of products needs to be adjusted (Durand: 2005). 
Although the SME sector is characterized by its labour intensiveness, which is conducive for 
employment creation in South Africa, the high failure rate casts doubt on this sector’s ability 
to create sustainable employment in the long term (Lighthelm and Cant: 2003). Enslin 
(2006) confirms that the total number of registering SMEs is equal or surpassed by those 
failing or being liquidated. 
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2.2 Defining small business success 
Durand (2005) recognizes the difficulties in defining small business success and states that 
success in itself is a constant progression. According to Durand (2005) there are three 
fundamental requirements any small business should meet in order to become successful:  
• Firstly, a business needs to break even, i.e. neither making a profit nor a loss. 
• The second important requirement is that it covers its labour cost.  
• Lastly, the business needs to make a profit. This is vital when considering future 
growth of the business, maintaining a stable financial atmosphere and the increase of 
resources or investments necessary for future security. 
Another important factor is growth, especially within the social welfare context where job 
creation is of the essence. Durand (2005) contends that growth is among the four 
cornerstones of small business success and is crucial to accommodate the South African 
surplus labour market. Before growth of a small business the other three cornerstones need 
to be set, i.e. acquire break-even point, remunerate staff members and making a profit 
(Durand: 2005). However, profitability will enable any small business to secure long-term 
employment, which is the desirable outcome for the South African government. It is indeed 
not all businesses that are pursuing ‘financial gain’, yet they need to be successful in order 
to survive. For some small businesses, creating employment is fundamental and perhaps the 
only source of reference for success (Walker and Brown: 2004). In the context of social 
welfare, SMEs are meant to create jobs and economic empowerment for the poorest of the 
poor communities and include mostly women. A study conducted by Walker and Brown 
(2004) finds that both financial and non-financial measures are viewed as significant in 
measuring small business success and that in some instances the non-financial measures 
may be of more value. Walker and Brown (2004) contend that especially in businesses 
where expansion and profit are not the primary drivers but are preceded by employment 
satisfaction and independence. They argue that both types, i.e. those who want to grow and 
those who want to stay small add value to the socio-economic conditions and bring about 
personal satisfaction. 
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Gadenne (1998) asserts that return on investment (ROI) is the most consistent method to 
determine small business success due to its precise reflection of the effectiveness of 
resource provisioning. According to Correia, Flynn, Uliana, and Wormald (2005), ROI reflects 
efficiency in terms of the utilization of the business assets. Correia et al., (2005) state that 
management practices play a key role to ensure that a good return on investment is 
generated and that management is often evaluated according to this ratio, i.e. the ROI. 
However, Correia, et al., (2005) contend that the ROI has one significant limitation, i.e. that 
it ignores long term investment options and primarily focuses on management performance 
within a short term period. 
In view of the context and purpose of this study, the researcher will apply the following 
criterion to classify SMEs as successful: the ability to remunerate staff or shareholders for 
daily operations and the ability to show a profit. 
Generating an income especially for women headed households is a significant target 
reached within a social welfare context. According to Bjorkman (2003) women need a 
secure income as more than 42% of women are most likely to be widowed when they reach 
their 50s. It is generally accepted that women are poorer than their male counterparts 
(Numes: 1998). According to Numes (1998: 2), the South African women have a “fifty 
percent higher poverty rate than males”. Distinguishing between males and females, many 
factors are taken into consideration, such as access to markets, employment opportunities, 
gender bias that affects women’s access to land and social responsibilities towards the 
family (Harrison, 1993 in Numes, 1998). Within the Department of Social Development, job 
creation for women is essential, which has led to the focus on women cooperatives as a key 
driver for economic empowerment. 
 
 
 
2.3 Success factors 
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This section outlines some of the factors that contribute to the success of SMEs in general. 
Different factors have been identified as fundamental to the success of SMEs. No special 
reference is made to the social welfare context as these factors are generic for small 
business development in principle. It is important to note that the factors outlined below 
are not the only contributors to SME success and that there might be many other factors 
unknown to the researcher. 
2.3.1 Entrepreneurship 
Timmons (1989, in Kirby, 2003:1) defines entrepreneurship as follows: the ability to create 
and build something from practically nothing. It is initiating, doing, achieving, and building 
an enterprise or organization, rather than just watching, analyzing or describing one. It is the 
knack for sensing an opportunity where others see chaos, contradiction and confusion.   
Pretorius, Millard, and Kruger (2006) contend that innovation plays an important part when 
it comes to the growth potential of a small business venture. Apart from innovation, the 
other important aspect is creativity, which is a prerequisite for survival (Kirby: 2003). 
Pretorius et al. (2006) postulate that the determination of the entrepreneur to execute the 
idea and the entwined capacity to act is the cornerstone of achieving success.  
Entrepreneurial quality is critical for any SME’s ability to overcome hurdles and secure 
sustainable growth (Darrich and Clover: 2005). 
Creating an atmosphere to encourage entrepreneurial thinking is therefore necessary. This 
equates to the availability of finance for these entrepreneurs (Wadula: 2002). Nieman 
(2006) boldly states that the South African government’s involvement in small business 
development should be cautiously managed, as many SMEs are merely “copy cats” and 
heavily dependent on government’s preferential procurement opportunities for their 
survival. Innovative and creative thinking needs to be encouraged and supported in order to 
move away from the above-mentioned problem scenario. Most SMEs established by the 
Department of Social Development are accessing a market share in the private sector and 
should strive to adopt an innovative and creative approach. Just like any private business, 
these SMEs must have the ability to find their niche successfully with little or no help from 
government. However, the ability to survive is a growing concern as many SMEs are not 
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‘natural entrepreneurs’. One of the biggest challenges of the South African entrepreneurs is 
their entrepreneurial talent (Gauteng Business: 2007). The characteristics that underpin 
entrepreneurship are a strong drive for accomplishment, “inner locus of control”, patience, 
and being prepared “to accept a certain degree of risk” (Ennew, Robbie, Wright, and 
Thompson, 1994: 30). These characteristics need to be fostered and nurtured among young 
South Africans (Ennew et al., 1994)). Darrich and Clover (2005) identified four components 
of entrepreneurial quality, namely, .(a) self-employment  (b)  the nature of the 
entrepreneur’s motivation, (c) factors in  the personal environment of the entrepreneur and 
(d) factors in  the global environment of the entrepreneur. Schumpeter (1934, in Mienie, 
2000) sees entrepreneurship as the primary economic driving force that disturbs the normal 
flow in order to initiate and stimulate the development processes within the business. 
Economic development in South Africa is delayed due to a serious shortage of 
entrepreneurs (Mienie: 2000). 
2.3.2 A ‘Value for Money’ factor 
The ability to price products correctly is considered to be the most important strategy in 
order to advance ahead of competitors (Gadenne: 1998).  Through this pricing strategy the 
‘value for money’ factor is accomplished, which according to Gadenne (1998: 42) is a 
measurement for business success. According to Gadenne (1998:42) the the following 
management practices underpin the ‘value for money’ factor:  
 ‘Pricing products lower than competitors ‘ 
 ‘Emphasising high sales turnover’ 
 ‘Emphasising cost reduction’ 
 ‘Checking quality of products’ 
Pricing decisions impact significantly on any business and constitute multiple sensitive 
aspects that need careful planning before pricing decisions can be made as the price may 
result in a decrease in sales volumes (Lamb, Hair, McDaniel, Boshoff and Terblanche, 2004). 
According to Gadenne (1998) the following organization practices should be embraced in 
order to become successful:  
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• A trend to increase sales volumes: Fast growing sales volumes are among the 
remedies to keep a business out of trouble, especially if you need to turn around 
fast (Nieman: 2006). SMEs in the retail and manufacturing industries in particular 
can use this strategy to their advantage. 
• High pervasiveness of cost management: Operational costs are distinct from cost of 
sales and should be managed in this manner, as business managers need to test the 
economic viability of the product or service (Nieman: 2006). Therefore SMEs need to 
understand the cost dynamics as high volumes of products or services have a 
significant relationship in controlling operational costs in general (Pycraft, Singh, and 
Philela, 2004). It is therefore vital to be constantly aware of the sales volumes and 
the fluctuating costs. 
• Continuous attentiveness to quality improvement: This organizational practice is a 
basic requirement for success (Gadenne: 1998). A systematic approach to quality 
management in any business is paramount, but the intangible value attached to 
products and services steer SMEs on their path of success. The extent to which the 
employee and business owner manifest ‘pride in their products and services’ is 
among the finest measure of success (Durand: 2005:52). Quality can be regarded as 
the cornerstone of every SME’s success and it is necessary to adopt total quality 
management (TQM) as a norm within the business, which will ensure that staff is 
empowered and are participating (Nieman: 2006). 
2.3.3 Financial Leverage 
According to Gadenne (1998: 42) financial leverage comprise of the following activities: 
 The utilization of external ‘borrowed funds’. 
 Exploring more efficient financial resources. 
 Making use of ‘trade credit’.  
Flynn and Koornhof (2005: 21-14) refer to financial leverage as the ‘relationship between 
equity and debt’. According to them, when a company engages in borrowing funds, 
exposure to financial risk kicks in. We then find a relationship between business and 
financial risk. Financial leverage is used to increase shareholder value, especially using long 
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term debt (Flynn and Koornhof (2005). In South Africa black economic empowerment 
groups are in a more favourable position to borrow funds due to the economic policies of 
this country. More so are SMEs operating at a local and rural level that also enjoys the 
support of their local municipality. In the case of SMEs established by the Department of 
Social Development, funding invested is not repayable by these SMEs in the long run.  
However, the assets of these projects remain the property of the Department of Social 
Development (Service Level Agreement document). In view of the above SMEs operating 
within the social welfare context enjoy low levels of debt if any. However, in cases where a 
shortage of capital is experienced, external but inexpensive funding should be sourced as a 
last resort from the government agencies such as Business Partners and others (Gadenne: 
1998). Nieman (2006) outlines the following several factors that need to be considered 
when sourcing financing and states that equity capital investment is perhaps the best 
choice, although there is also an element of risk involved: . In a South African context this is 
not applicable to the majority of entrepreneurs as most of them do not have their own 
funding to start (Nieman: 2006). Trade credit has evolved as a common practice with 
security in the form of cessionary deeds (a legal agreement that the manufacturer or 
supplier of goods/products will be paid directly by the department concerned instead of 
the SME), which safeguard the supplier/manufacturer from the high risk of no payment 
and has become the major alternative for many SMEs who rely heavily on government 
tenders. Nieman (2006) warns against high interest repayment rates that could be to the 
detriment of the SME.   
 
2.3.4 Competitive Advantage 
Duermyer (2008) defines competitive advantage as something that differentiates between 
the abilities of your competitors and those of your own business. It gives reason as to why 
customers should engage in business with you rather than your competitors. The Business 
Dictionary emphasizes the provisioning of the same value of products or services at a lower 
price compare to your competitors. It also allows you to ‘charge higher prices for greater 
value by means of differentiation’. 
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Gadenne (1998: 45) cited that it is important for firms to maintain a competitive advantage 
as their success sometimes depends on this activity, which comprises of ‘a combination of 
acquiring knowledge of competitors’ activities and pricing products lower that competitors’. 
Hitt, Ireland and Hoskisson (2005: 84) outlined four criteria that underpin sustainable 
competitive advantage:  
(i) ‘Valuable capabilities’: This criterion assists a company to defuse threats or take 
advantage of opportunities. 
(ii) ‘Rare capabilities”: These capabilities are hard to find in many companies. 
(iii) ‘Costly-to-Imitate capabilities’: ‘Historical: A unique and valuable organizational    
         culture or brand name’. 
         ‘Ambiguous cause: The causes and uses of a competence are unclear’. 
       ‘Social complexity: Interpersonal relationships, trust, and friendship among managers,   
        suppliers and customers’.  
        ‘Costly-to-imitate capabilities are capabilities that other firms cannot easily develop’. 
(iv) ‘Non-substitutable capabilities’: ‘No strategic equivalent’. 
 
Steiner and Solem (1998, in Gadenne, 1998: 45) contend that small manufacturing firms can 
have the same competitive advantage as large firms through the ‘specialisation of products/ 
customers and the ability to compete on the basis of price/ cost’. In order for them to do so, 
Gadenne (1998: 45) mentions that gaining ‘knowledge from the competitors’ activities is 
critical to the success of smaller firms competing with larger firms within the same market 
who may wish to establish a market niche to minimise any competitive disadvantage arising 
from their competitors’ economies of scale’.   
Doeschef (1996) also highlights the knowledge of competitors’ factor by identifying and 
comparing their products and services with one’s own and conducting regular promotions. 
The above action is important if a business wants to move closer to success or stay on this 
path (Doeschef: 1996).  
 
2.3.5 Professional Advice 
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Professional advice is associated with minimizing risks or advancing performance (Gadenne, 
1998). According to a Canadian small business research survey, SMEs who have constantly 
utilized expert guidance enjoyed a relatively large percentage increase (76%) in total 
turnover compared to those who did not utilize external expertise (CMA Management, 
January 2005). A serious lack of certain managerial skills leaves little room other than to 
consult with expert knowledge in this area of small business operations.  
Seeking assistance means moving closer to success, but owners also need to be 
introspective in an attempt to acknowledge their managerial deficiencies (Khan: 2007). 
The above helps to address the problem of vast inexperience in the small business sector 
and in particular in South Africa. With the establishment of the DTI (Department of Trade 
and Industry), the focus of their approach to SMEs changed from spokesperson to advisor 
on small business issues, which is an important role to play for many struggling SMEs 
(Terblanche: 2006). 
 
2.3.6 Risk Reduction 
The introduction of the government tendering programme to support SMEs had serious 
ramifications for many small business owners. Their risk has increased due to government 
bureaucracy and red tape and resulted in serious cash flow and other related problems.  
Doeschef (1996) emphasizes the importance of operating reliable credit guidelines, which 
will reduce the risk considerably. He states that good administration is extremely important 
in ensuring swift debtor communication immediately after goods or services have been 
delivered. However, the South African situation differs to the above statement as many 
SMEs have become dependent on government tenders. 
 2.3.7 Progressive Cash Flow Management 
According to Logenecker et al., (2003, in Nieman, 2006) the irregular characteristic of cash 
inflow and cash outflow requires the SME manager to manage these with utmost delicacy 
and caution. It is important for the SME manager to have an understanding of the various 
cash inflows and out flows as well as the difference between profit and net cash flow 
(Nieman: 2006). Cash estimations assist SME managers to reach gainful targets from 
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adjustments made; more important is to engage in a daily, weekly and monthly practice of 
cash projection in an attempt to prevent unexpected shocks or surprises (Cooley and Pullen: 
1979). Nieman (1998) in Mienie (2000) contends that cash flow planning should form an 
integral part of the business plan that serves as a guide for the owner. According to Nieman 
(2000), owners should conduct a cash flow projection on a daily and weekly basis in order to 
stay abreast of their financial position.  
The second function of cash management is cash investment (Cooley and Pullen: 1979: 5), 
which needs to be handled, with minimum risk and a higher level of assurance, i.e. that cash 
can be exchanged with ‘little fear of loss’. Small business needs to make investments with 
surplus cash and so buffer themselves by means of short-term investment periods (Cooley 
and Pullen: 1979).  
The third function of cash management outlined by Cooley and Pullen (1979) is the process 
of speeding up of cash income and effective control of expenditure. It is important for small 
businesses not to engage in heavy debt policies as this will constrain them from exploiting 
future opportunities. SMEs in South Africa, where government empowers them through 
tender programmes, are experiencing regular problems of anticipating long overdue 
payments, which limit their operations from time to time. 
Cash needs to be managed effectively as cash flow problems have other repercussions such 
as affecting credibility with suppliers, loss of opportunity in accessing inexpensive resources 
and goods as well as the inability to carry operational expenditure, which may cause the 
ceasing of operations. According to Nieman (2006), one of the success indicators is a strong 
cash position, which can be achieved by embracing streamlined cash management 
principles. However, with SMEs heavily engaged in supplying goods and services on credit, 
the above seems impossible to maintain due to external capacity problems experienced by 
many governmental departments, including the Department of Social Development. 
SME managers should also be aware of the “growth factor”, which is linked to cash flow 
management, as many SMEs may be pursuing an increase in sales volumes, which could 
lead to the mismanagement of cash flow and ultimately contribute to their downfall 
(Nieman: 2006). 
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Another important managerial aspect is the reduction of the inventory which helps to make 
more cash available (Nieman: 2006). Consistent monitoring of the inventory levels is 
therefore required. Extending accounts payable is another way of building up a good cash 
flow, while avoiding harming the SME’s credibility.  
2.3.8 Debt Collection Timeframes 
As mentioned earlier, credit sales are sometimes the only method to increase sales and 
ensuring some SMEs survive (Nieman: 2006) and this may subsequently enforce a more 
sensitive management style in the area of debt owed to the enterprise. Therefore, strong 
debt policies should be embraced and debtors should be made aware of these. Where SMEs 
engage in business ventures for the first time and do not have the required capital to 
purchase goods or services, the parties sometimes enter into a cessionary agreement, which 
secures the service or goods provider from any delay in payment or possible bad debt. The 
SME’s administration should be punctual in handling invoices so that no delays occur, while 
on the other hand debtors should be encouraged by various gains when making prompt 
payments (Nieman: 2006). 
2.3.9 Training 
Pretorius et al. (2006) emphasize the importance of ensuring that “implementation skills” 
receive serious attention when it comes to the preparation and improvement of 
entrepreneurs. The value of training cannot be over-emphasized if one takes the illiteracy 
rate into consideration, especially among the poorest provinces, which includes the Eastern 
Cape. , The sample for this study will result in the majority of beneficiaries being semi-skilled 
and half literate. Mason (2006) argues that training should not be forced on SMEs, as they 
are able to accommodate official training only to a certain extent, but they should rather be 
encouraged to conduct in-service training. Therefore, legislation enforcing training in the 
SME sector should be introduced with great circumspection as it can become a constraint 
for SME development (Mason: 2006). Furthermore, Mason (2006) states that SMEs are 
making a valuable contribution to the economic sector by supplying experienced talent. This 
statement is preceded by Bannock (2005, in Mason, 2006) who argues that SMEs 
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accommodate the unemployed youth and provide in-service training for them. In this way 
SMEs are fostering experienced staff that is available for the broader economy. 
Within the South African SME sector, one can expect to find a relatively low level of 
education, especially among the young and previously disadvantaged group. Training here is 
therefore paramount for facilitating managerial skills. In a study conducted in Canada, it was 
found that SMEs operated by people with a recognized tertiary education earned double 
the amount that people without a recognized tertiary education (CMA Management: 2005).   
Training is a vital source for any employee, as it presents them with information, expertise 
and capabilities to execute duties to perfection within a specific job profile (Nieman: 2006).  
Training is also a prerequisite for employee development, which according to Nieman (2006) 
has an extended period focus and prepares the individual for his/her aspirations. 
 
2.3.10 Social Capital and the Success of SMEs 
(i) Introduction 
Fukuyama (1999, in Saxton and Benson: 2005: 18) defines social capital “as an instantiated 
set of informal values or norms shared among members of a group that permits them to 
cooperate with one another”. While Fukuyama places emphasis on network norms, Portes 
(1998, in Saxton and Benson: 2005: 18) refers to social capital as “the ability of actors to 
secure benefits by virtue of membership in social networks or social structures”. Social 
capital is also referred to as the creation of economic opportunities that is rooted in 
relationships, which can be utilised to leverage resources (Somaya, Williamson, Lorinkova: 
2001). Social groupings and the subsequent establishment of acceptable norms generate 
united action, which bring about group cooperation in the form of truthfulness, long-
standing dedication, executing of tasks and a give-and-take culture (Castona: 2007). If group 
dynamics is an essential ingredient for managing SMEs, one can therefore argue that social 
capital is a resource, although in its abstract form it is the direct opposite of the traditional 
methods that contribute to the success of SMEs.  
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Within the Department of Social Development’s service scope, group dynamics certainly 
play an important role, as the department’s key focus is on women empowerment within 
group set-ups. Most of the established SMEs consist of about six to twelve members and 
some cases more, where teamwork is essential for smooth operations. Because social 
capital is a very complex concept, i.e. accommodating individualistic, team and 
organizational aspects, the researcher will only focus on certain aspects that are believed to 
have a unique contribution to the success of SMEs within the social welfare context. 
(ii) Social Capital and Social Welfare Services 
When analyzing the social welfare services as outlined in the White Paper for Social Welfare, 
addressing community problems is a prerequisite for reaching the desired outcome, which is 
self-sustainable communities. Over the past few decades there has been an increased 
collaborative effort to address poverty at a global level through economic activities 
(Rogerson: 2004), yet the perception still exists that this problem is the responsibility of 
welfare service structures and networks, especially at a local level. When addressing 
community problems, the ability of individuals to ‘work together in initiating group 
responses’ is essential for ‘coordination, increased trust and communication’ in forming a 
non-profit organisation, which will respond to community needs (Saxton and Benson: 2005: 
17). One can therefore argue that social welfare services are embedded in the elements of 
social capital and should be more successful if these values are embraced. One can make an 
example of volunteerism as an expression of commitment, which is a common phenomenon 
in the social welfare field. Commitment itself is one of the vital components of group 
dynamics (Castona: 2007). On the other hand, volunteering can be described as an 
unmatched case of community involvement and as such exhibits the function of social 
capital (McDonald, and Warburton: 2003). 
 
 
(iii) Social Capital and SME Performance 
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In order to ascertain whether social capital within an organizational setup can be linked to 
performance, Smerek and Denison (2007: 2) used the following four dimensions for 
measuring performance linked to traditional methods: 
 Involvement: This dimension measures empowerment, capacity improvement and 
group orientation.  
 Consistency: Here, core aspects such as management and integration, intensity of 
the agreement and the stage of important principles are reflected. 
 Adaptability: This dimension refers to the organization’s potential to be responsive 
to the targeted consumer market, bring about transformation and become highly 
skilled. ‘Organisations scoring high in this dimension are flexible, create new and 
improved ways to do work, and are connected to the needs of the consumer’. 
 Mission: This is a very important dimension as it involves activities around strategic 
management, such as determining the future outlook of the business.    
In their study Smerek and Denison (2007: 3) found that there is a strong relationship 
between ‘adaptability and involvement’ as forms of social capital and that these dimensions 
can positively influence the ‘future performance patterns of organisations’.  
Overall, all four dimensions indicated that they are positively contributing to the good 
performance of the organization in the short term. It can be therefore concluded that if 
social and cultural resources are improved and mastered over time, social capital could be 
interpreted as a future competitive advantage for SMEs in particular.  
Knack and Keefer (1997) used trust and public norms as indicators to measure economic 
performance. In their findings, they indicate that there is a strong relationship between 
communities that are operating well and trust and public norms. Arrow (1972, in Knack and 
Keefer, 1997: 1252) states that nearly every business transaction has an ‘element of trust’ 
and argues that ‘much of the economic backwardness in the world can be explained  
by the lack of mutual confidence.’ Knack and Keefer (1997) also emphasize the influence of 
trust and norms within the political sphere. They, Knack and Keefer (1997: 1254) state that 
trust and public norms may result in an ‘improved government performance and quality of 
economic policies’.  Therefore, they argue that economic improvement of these 
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communities can also be linked to trust and norms. Within group dynamics, trust and norms 
play an important part for team work and relationship building among team members. 
(iv) The Role of Reciprocated Community Support 
Reciprocated community support is another type of social capital due to its unrelated 
characteristic of market substitution (Kilkenny, Nalbarte, and Besser: 1999). According to 
Kilkenny, et al., 1999 there are two supportive situations; one is when the community 
supports the business and the other when the business supports the community. Prior to 
this occurring, expertise and individual support need to exist to achieve business success.    
The advantage of small towns and SMEs based in these towns is that everyone is aware of 
the business venture, and closer social networks lubricate the relationship of giving and 
taking, which enables these SMEs to prosper. Taking the SMEs established by the 
Department of Social Development into consideration, the community’s political, social and 
economic structures play a significant role in the success of these SMEs. Saxton and Benson 
(2005) postulate that social capital plays a catalytic role in the development of these 
structures. Indicators of such positive impact are evident in the level of cooperation and 
coordination activities within these small towns in an attempt to overcome their problems. 
Saxton and Benson (2005) assert that where people gather in a level social capital 
environment, they are more likely to engage in events that may help to alleviate constraints 
to their wellbeing. This means that SMEs are more likely to survive and become successful in 
these types of environments as the social element is significant. 
On this note, one can therefore argue that the Department of Social Development should 
establish a high number of successful SMEs if social capital is to be found to be a significant 
contributor to small business success.   
Besser (1999) focuses in particular on social responsibility, i.e. SMEs providing support and 
manifesting dedication to their communities as well as their success in relation to the latter. 
According to Besser (1999) the result of such good commercial residency enhances a good 
civic reflection, which in turn may result in economic spin offs leading to business 
advantages over other SMEs. The ability of SMEs established by the Department of Social 
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Development to support the general public may be affected by financial and other 
constraints. Therefore, reciprocated community support as a business strategy might not be 
desirable for these SMEs. On the other hand, the high level of social capital in these small 
communities may serve as a platform for achieving business success or desired outcomes. 
(v) Extended Social Capital Networks 
Work (2008: 2) defines extended social capital networks as ‘networks that extend out two 
or more degrees, and that enable trust exchanges between two people who may not have 
known each other before at all or at least not well’. According to Work (2008: 2) these 
networks are important as they perform the following functions:  
 It can be utilized by businesses and organizations ‘to obtain intelligence, influence, 
and introductions to’; 
 ‘Find funding’ 
 ‘Find and build new partnerships’ 
 ‘Help locate best candidates and reference-check them before hiring’ 
 ‘Get crucial inside information and influence’ 
 ‘Get trusted expertise to help plan or implement new projects’ 
 ‘Share knowledge more effectively’ 
Nieman (2006) emphasizes the importance of the various types of networks within a 
broader customer field and macroeconomic sector, especially in a turbulent socio-economic 
market. Nieman (2006) depicts the starting entrepreneurs where a general scarcity of 
resources occurs, the process of networking is therefore vital for their growth and survival. 
Apart from personal and social networks, the importance of extended networks cannot be 
underestimated, especially in poor rural areas where much needed support on professional 
advice and other business expertise is required. In most instances in personal and social 
networks, buying power and support is the main focus. Venkataraman and Van de Ven 
(1998, in Lechner and Dowling, 2003: 2) contend that ‘the survival and growth of an 
entrepreneurial firm depend on its ability to maintain and extend its network of inter-firm 
relationships’. Research conducted by Lechner and Dowling (2003: 10) indicated that firms 
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utilized various ‘types of networks to realize growth’ and that these networks are of 
significant importance for the development of entrepreneurial firms. 
2.4 Factors contributing to SME failure 
2.4.1 Poor Business Planning  
Richardson and Richardson (1989: 2) define planning as ‘the design of a desired future and 
of effective ways of bringing it about and as examining the future and drawing up a plan of 
action’. Mockler (1972) contends that the purpose of business planning is to ascertain the 
most profitable way to allocate limited company resources among competing alternative 
profit opportunities. Furthermore, Richardson and Richardson (1989: 2) identify the 
following key characteristics of planning: 
 ‘Planning designs and precedes action; 
 It attempt to fit appropriate actions to something we have to make sense of before it 
happens, i.e. in the future; 
 Is directed at achieving desired results; 
 Is a response to the pessimistic believe that unless something is done a desired 
future state will not occur, and to the optimistic belief that we can do things to 
improve our chances of achieving the desired state’. 
Nieman(2006) describes planning as a critical managerial function, as it helps one to identify 
the objectives or targets and develop suitable action or implementation plans. According to 
Nieman (2006) there are two terms of references for planning, which are the construction of 
a business plan and budget. Nieman (2006) contends that these two sources in turn help to 
create a strategic view of the business and in doing so, reduces the business risk. 
There are eight types of business planning outlined by Richardson and Richardson (1989), 
i.e. aspirations planning; corporate planning; contingency planning; administration planning; 
productivity planning; team culture planning; innovation planning and shock event 
planning.: 
 Holland (1998) emphasizes the importance of contingency planning when things do go 
wrong, and highlights the importance of planning for success as it buffers oneself against 
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business failure. Many SME managers do not have the time to plan because of the intensity 
of daily operations (Megginson, Byrd, Scott and Megginson: 1994). 
2.4.2 Poor Financial Planning 
Financial management is a very broad term and entails “planning, organizing, activating and 
control” (Nieman: 2006: 95) of this important division of the business. For SMEs in the start-
up phase, the two critical areas are the financial needs and control of such funding as well as 
accountability of such start-up capital. SMEs within the social welfare context will increase 
their chances of obtaining more funding if they maintain their accountability status. 
Therefore, accurate record keeping is vital as a task under the organizing function (Nieman: 
2006). 
2.4.3 Poor Marketing 
Key to the success of SMEs is the access to markets, yet many SMEs rely heavily on 
government tender programmes to find a market for their products or services. Nieman, in 
Business Report (2007) asserts that privileged acquirement is not healthy for any small 
business as they need to establish their own markets in order to sustain themselves on the 
long term. Nieman (2006: 2) warns against confined traders, i.e. SMEs without a ‘sustainable 
market’ that will increase the failure statistics in South Africa’s SME economic sector. 
In order to be successful, a leading role in marketing is required to efficiently convert the 
business concept to the target market and maintain a constant search to identify their 
needs and desires (Khan: 2007). From a survey conducted by Khan (2007), business 
managers tend to diminish the importance of marketing of their services or products and 
pay no attention to the competitive environment. In other words, marketing has become an 
unfamiliar terrain and as a result insufficient time is allocated to this vital function (Giffen: 
2004). A study conducted by Lighthelm and Cant (2003: 43) suggests that an improved 
insight into market-related issues (such as ‘increased competition, limited market size, low 
demand for products and ineffective marketing’) is an important factor for business success. 
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2.4.4 Poor Management 
Curran, Stanworth and Watkins (1986) identified insufficient management and business 
skills as the second reason for business failure among co-operatives in the UK.  
Cornforth (in Curran et al.: 1986) states that cooperatives misjudges the profit-making 
problems experienced by any new SME and subsequent skilfulness required to successfully 
steer the business. Furthermore, linking to the above problem, Cornforth (in Curran et al.: 
1986) states that there tend to be a social need and obligation to direct social equality more 
than profit making. This is perhaps a discouraging factor to becoming profitable and 
competing with other businesses. 
2.4.5 Access to Funding 
Bannock (2005, in Mason, 2006) asserts that governments are making an insignificant 
contribution when it comes to the financing of innovative small businesses and that their 
policies are problematic. This may also be the case in the Department of Social 
Development where government wants to create new jobs but also address income 
distribution levels. In some countries such as the UK, a lack of political support makes it very 
difficult for SMEs to access the necessary resources. Although the SA government 
encourage SMEs to prosper, there are other internal governmental problems causing SMEs 
to fail. Apart from inadequate finance, there is the issue of access to finance. Numes (1998) 
view the lack of financial support as the most difficult stumbling block for up-and-coming 
entrepreneurs as well as for those who wish to develop their business venture. Not having 
access to financial support is therefore a major constraint to growth and development of 
women-owned SMEs. 
2.4.6 Regulations 
Bannock (2005, in Mason, 2006) argues that the tax system is not conducive for the growth 
of SMEs and has a detrimental effect on their opportunities to increase their wealth. The 
degree and difficulty of tax legislation and subsequent paperwork is among the major 
hurdles for SMEs (Delport: 2005). The introduction of a tax relief system and the inclusion of 
the personal services sector on condition to employ more than four non-family member 
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employees, signals government’s realization of the need to create a more conducive 
atmosphere for small businesses (Annual Review of Small Business in South Africa, 2003). 
Other incentives were introduced to encourage small business development, i.e. increasing 
the annual turnover target from five million to six million, lowering of the privileged tax rate 
and the ‘wear and tear’ claim benefits on manufacturing assets. 
Another division is the labour laws which are affecting small business development in 
general. More discouraging is the fact that there is no distinction made between a private 
SME and an SME operating within a social welfare context, of which its major purpose is job 
creation. Although there are certain ministerial determinations to accommodate a few 
labour activities, overall people are reluctant to hire labour because of the strict labour 
laws. According to Delport (2005), SMEs are prepared to become highly technologically 
advanced in order to avoid labour intensiveness because of stiff regulations and 
bureaucracy that impedes growth. Schwenke (2000, in Mienie, 2000) believes that SMEs can 
still play a significant role in economic development and wealth creation if entrepreneurship 
is encouraged by legislation.  
2.4.7 Gender 
Gender is a major concern when it comes to the causes of SMEs’ failure due to the 
disadvantages women were placed at in terms of the stereotyping role within the household 
and their subsequent low level of education. Government has not only realized these 
disadvantages of the past, but has also attempted to bring women into the centre of 
political power. This will ensure that women enjoy the many opportunities in future and be 
in a position to empower themselves economically. The perception that women manage 
businesses that are not successful is indeed false as they are the minority heads of SMEs 
(Walker and Brown: 2004). 
As mentioned earlier, the Department of Social Development is in particular mandated to 
ensure that women are the majority beneficiaries when establishing small business. This is 
strongly outlined in the White Paper on Social Welfare (1995), where women and children 
are prioritised. 
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The fundamental gender question here is whether the managerial role of women in SMEs is 
any different to those of their male counterparts, and does this managerial role impact on 
the success of the SME?.  A study conducted by Spilling and Berg (2000), indicates that 
women in Norway are significantly outnumbered in top managerial positions as they 
account for only 21% in total. They also assert that there is a similar trend in Europe with a 
more improved scenario in the United States. It is therefore assumed that the managerial 
role of women in small business is weak (Spilling and Berg: 2000).  Another issue cited by 
Numes (1998) is the cultural and community set-up which contributes to the gender bias 
relating to the access of land resources. According to Harrison (1993) the access to land 
resources impacts negatively on the participation of women entrepreneurs in economic 
activities.   
2.4.8 Inadequate Financing 
Undercapitalization is the major cause of failure for many new business ventures as they do 
not have the ability to acquire the necessary resources and this impedes them from 
managing their operational expenses effectively (Megginson, et al.: 1994). Inadequate 
financing can be interpreted as a more restrictive budget than which was previously 
planned. Undercapitalization occurs when there is an insufficient capital contribution by the 
owner or a shortage of capital for expanding the business (Mienie: 2000).  A study 
conducted by Hall and Young (1991) identified factors causing insolvency among small 
businesses, indicating that a lack of operational funds was among the most important 
problems encountered.  Out of a sample of 175 SMEs, about 72.6% were experiencing 
problems with the daily operations because of a shortage of working capital.  
The Department of Social Development allocated pre-determined funding to SMEs, 
budgeting accordingly is vital. This may cause among other factors a change in the original 
entrepreneurial thinking that will steer the business in a new direction and may cause low 
levels of motivation and ultimate failure due to little knowledge in this area. Curran, et al. 
(1986) found in their study of SMEs in the UK that member contribution is relied upon 
heavily and that it increases their susceptibility to the rise and fall of the market place. Part 
of this study will be to utilize the business plans as a source of reference in all SMEs in an 
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attempt to identify whether there is evidence of inadequate financing and whether that can 
be linked to failure.  
2.4.9 Government’s Role 
The administration capacity of the governmental departments in steering SME development 
plays a major role in the success of many SMEs. At times has government’s administration 
capacity has come under the spotlight, as this significantly impacts on the business 
operations of SMEs, in particular the cash flow. The provisioning of tenders to SMEs as an 
attempt to create more jobs has empowered many SMEs despite criticism of non-
sustainability. The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) has recognized the need to 
empower SMEs and has established SEDA (Small Enterprises Development Association), 
whose role is to provide non-financial support to SMEs (Finance Week: 2005). 
2.4.10 Teamwork 
According to Cornforth (1983 in Curran et al.: 1986), the weak relationships between 
management and workers is one of the reasons SMEs fail. In another study conducted by 
Pickering, Kajura, Katongole, and Whitworth (1996) in Uganda, it was found that vital 
business decision making was delayed to maintain good relationships with members of the 
SME.  Another interesting aspect emanating from this study is the deliberate creation of 
barriers for new membership. This means that teamwork can be destructive as it may 
exclude innovativeness and skills necessary for success. 
More vulnerable are the cooperatives which can be easily destroyed by their inability to 
enhance teamwork and solve problems (Nieman: 2006).  
2.4.11 Globalisation 
Globalisation is defined by Hough and Neuland (2007) as the move toward a more 
integrated and inter-dependent world economy, which includes the globalization of markets 
and production. With the formation of comparative cost benefits in international trade 
comes technological renewal and production expertise which are fundamental components 
for SMEs to understand. International competition is at the increase and SMEs will soon be 
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forced to trade globally when trade limitations are lifted (Wadula, 2000 in Mienie: 2000). In 
order for SMEs to manage the many challenges of global competition, they should focus on 
better service delivery and greater competition (Mienie 2000). If many SMEs enter the 
global market arena, this would mean higher exports that could ultimately increase the 
living standards of South Africans (Wadula, 2000 in Mienie: 2000). The Centre for 
Development and Enterprise states that developing countries cannot afford to ignore 
globalization as it has an economy which is market driven.  
2.4.12 Inability to Manage Growth 
Growth in any business put severe pressure upon its resources and sometimes necessitates 
SMEs to acquire more resources, which plunge them in many instances into severe cash 
flow problems (Mienie :2000). Mienie (2000) argues that the latter prohibits the SME from 
growing to its fullest potential as it is unable to acquire the necessary resources. Durand 
(2005) states that growth alone is no indicator of success, while Mckenna (2001) warns that 
growth should be a mindful decision making process as it is sometimes to the business’s 
advantage to stay small. Growth also means testing the managerial capacity for planning 
and the recreation of new managerial and administration styles (Mckenna 2001).  
2.4.13 Access to Markets 
One of South Africa’s fundamental empowering obstacles is women’s lack of access to 
sufficient markets (Numes: 1998). Numes (1998:11) postulates that women operate in 
heavily overcrowded market conditions where the “copy cat” syndrome is prevalent. She 
argues that unless policy makers are able to improve the accessibility of women to markets, 
women will remain trapped in less favourable market conditions. Market-based growth has 
been identified as a very successful engine to reduce poverty (Centre for Development and 
Enterprise). The expertise of companies should be utilized to develop real abilities in the 
market place for SMEs, increasing innovative ideas, which bring about price reductions and 
help create a customer-oriented approach (Numes: 1998).  
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2.4.14 Access to Information 
Numes (1998) contends that gender and cultural differences affects women empowerment 
negatively and that effective distribution of information is important for their survival as this 
provides them with information about new initiatives, opportunities and new 
developments. Access to information is therefore a vital source for women entrepreneurs as 
this provides them with new knowledge and profitable opportunities (Numes: 1998). 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter identified factors which contribute to the success and failures of SMEs. These 
factors emanate from both traditional methods and the human capital aspect. Many of 
these factors fall within the internal operations of the SME and can be prevented or 
controlled by their managers. Government plays a major role in providing finance for many 
SMEs and helping them to find a suitable market for their products or services. SMEs need 
to carefully select their market due to the tendency to obtain government tenders and risk 
experiencing serious cash flow problems. 
However, marketing and strategies to shield off competition are two very important success 
contributors. Profitability and subsequent costing and pricing decisions contribute to the 
short-term success of the SME in general as this practice impacts on the sales volumes and 
cost management strategies. 
One of the major reasons for SME failures is the lack of sufficient capital, coupled with cash 
flow problems. This alone will prevent them from growing their business venture or to 
become more competitive with bigger enterprises. 
The question of whether gender does play a role in SME success is also highlighted. While 
the majority of factors contributing to failure are embedded in financial management, 
training, teamwork and entrepreneurial skills, these factors does contribute to the effective 
management of both the business operations and competitive market. Entrepreneurship is 
a fundamental component for small business success and need to be encouraged on a much 
larger scale. 
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Professional advice is a non-financial method of support that can be regarded as equally 
important as financing. Although government is introducing empowering legislation, this is 
still an area that is burdensome and constrains SMEs from growing.  
Social capital does play a role and therefore contributes to maintaining certain markets and 
in this way ensures the survival of the business. In this chapter, the essence of social capital 
as opposed to the traditional methods is emphasized as a cornerstone of business success. 
Understanding the social, political and economic structures is a requirement for analyzing 
the degree of social capital and understanding how it can work to the advantage of the 
business. 
Social capital is a very broad subject that needs perhaps deeper analysis, yet it is evident 
that it does contribute to the success of small businesses in small towns or communities 
generally. 
Irrespective of the environment, networking is a basic requirement for business success and 
can be enhanced to gain an advantage over other businesses. 
More important is the degree of social interaction within a specific community. The higher 
the level of social capital, the more likely small businesses can use it as a strategy to achieve 
their desired outcomes. Therefore, reciprocated community support is fundamental to 
enhance the corporate image of the SME, which in turn will strengthen and enable the 
expansion of networks necessary for future survival. 
When taking into account the ability of communities to organize themselves and find 
solutions to their problems, commitment stemming from volunteerism is a central feature 
of the social welfare services sector. The success rate of SMEs within this department should 
therefore be higher in relation to other departments. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Research Methodology 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter aims to provide a comprehensive overview of the research methodology within 
which the research has been conducted. Therefore, the methods, techniques, and 
procedures applied in the execution of the research plan will be discussed. Other related 
issues such as the underlying principles and ethical considerations pertinent to the research 
plan will also receive attention. 
The first goal of this research study was to add value to the field of small business 
management and implementation of such activity within the Department of Social 
Development. The second goal was to investigate the contemporary phenomenon of small 
and medium enterprises (SMEs) with particular reference to factors contributing to the 
success and failure of SMEs within the operational scope of the Department of Social 
Development. The research also aimed to ascertain whether there are similarities between 
small business failures and successes as outlined within the broad SME sector of South 
Africa and globally. The literature review was the medium to achieve the above goals. 
During the process of conducting the research, the researcher hoped to identify factors that 
are unique within the social welfare field. If the above goals were realized, the external 
validity of the research study has been enhanced. Furthermore, it has enabled the 
researcher to make recommendations regarding the success rate of SMEs in future. 
Therefore the importance of this research study cannot be over-emphasized.  
3.2 Approach and Methodology 
According to Remenyi (1996) there are two approaches to the research method, i.e. 
empirical and theoretical approaches. Remenyi (1996:25) defines empirical research as 
research that is guided or based on the outcomes of observations, while on the other hand 
theoretical research is regarded as “deep in thought” and therefore relies on the writings of 
others to study the subject. While it is necessary for the empiricist to engage in the practical 
world to conduct observations of events, it is necessary for the empirical researcher to have 
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a theoretical understanding with regards to the subject to be researched (Remenyi: 1996). 
In view of the above, the researcher has followed an empirical approach to the study, which 
is often associated with a positivist view due to the fact that the researcher has engaged 
with an observable social reality and believes that he was an objective analyst and 
interpreter of events unfolding (Remyeni: 1996). 
Poggenpoel and Myburgh (2006:304) define qualitative research as a “deep holistic 
exploration and description of an identified phenomenon” and argue that the rationale of 
qualitative research is to provoke realization and not to examine theory. The above 
definition intertwines with that of Handwerker (2006) who defines qualitative research by 
highlighting the need for the researcher to understand and explain the events of a specific 
set of people. Putting the above definition into perspective, the researcher conducted the 
research within a qualitative approach, as hypothesis testing is not the essence but rather a 
comprehensive understanding of the problem which was investigated. 
The use of written texts and semi-structured interviews during the research process were 
clear indicators of the qualitative research approach (Mason 2002 in Handwerker). The 
qualitative research paradigm is appropriate for this research study because the researcher 
evaluated the normal set-up in which events occurred (Babbie and Mouton, 2003). 
Therefore, a qualitative and empirical philosophical viewpoint was held in this research 
study. 
Babbie and Mouton (2003: 279) outline three types of qualitative research designs:  
a) Ethnographic studies: ‘are qualitative research studies aimed at describing and 
understanding different cultures and societies.’ 
b) Life history: ‘...is an in-depth account of one person’s life in his or her own words’. 
c) Case study: ‘...is an investigation of a single unit: This unit can vary: from individual 
people, families, communities, social groups, organizations and institutions, events 
and countries’. 
Galliers (1991, in Remenyi, 1996) also outlines various approaches of research of which the 
case study methodology seemed most suitable for the current research study. Yin (1984 in 
Remenyi: 1996: 29) defines a case study approach as follows: ‘ a case from a  research 
strategy point of view may be defined as an empirical inquiry that investigates a 
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contemporary phenomenon within its real life context, when the boundaries between 
phenomenon and the context are not clearly evident, and in which multiple sources are 
used”. Remenyi (1996: 29) contends that the case study research method is ‘a way of 
establishing valid and reliable evidence for the research process. It is a research strategy for 
the social scientist in a similar sense as experiments are a research strategy for the natural 
scientist ’.  According to Remenyi (1996), case study research is highly applicable for 
business and management researchers as it enables them to demarcate their specific focus 
as well as to obtain a comprehensive view of events. 
Babbie and Mouton (2003) stipulate that one of the common phenomena of case study 
design is the investigation of a variety of variables. Welman, Kruger, and Mitchell (2005) 
postulate that in the case study research method the units of analysis are limited to allow 
for a more intensive investigation. They contend that this will enable the researcher to 
understand the uniqueness of a particular case in its total complexity. This was applicable in 
this study.  The researcher looked at multiple factors influencing the success or failure of 
SMEs. According to Yin (2003) the use of multiple case study designs increase the analytical 
benefit and this will result in obtaining more substantial information. In this design, the 
researcher attempted to identify important patterns and themes in the data and linked 
these to broader issues of vital importance. Furthermore, case studies explore the details 
and meaning of experiences, which suited this research study well (Yin, 1994).  
An in-depth analysis and description of the data gathered is necessary in order to 
understand why SMEs failed or succeeded. Therefore, the research paradigm will be a 
constructivist case study as the researcher will describe and understand his findings 
(Remyeni: 1996). 
 
3.3 Data Collection Procedures and Techniques 
Qualitative evidence contains opinions and viewpoints of people and therefore has a high 
degree of subjectivity (Remenyi, 1996). However, Remenyi (1996) states that this 
subjectivity or bias can be reduced by applying triangulation, i.e. a technique in data 
collection. According to Poggenpoel and Myburgh (2006:310) triangulation has, by 
definition, three integral parts: 
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 Making use of more than one researcher. 
 Apply various sources for information gathering and conduct data-analyses. 
 Utilizing different methods of data collection and data analysis. 
The above components of triangulation are vital as they strengthen the accuracy of the 
research results in different ways. Not only is triangulation important to limit subjectivity, 
but it also helps to make meaning out of certain patterns of information (Welman et al, 
2005). According to Riley, M., et al (2000), using a multi method approach increases the 
validity of the research study. The researcher used three data gathering sources:  
 Interviewing the beneficiaries of the small businesses who are engaged in small 
business development.  
 Gathering information from the Department of Social Development employees  
              involved in small business development and the SME’s concerned. 
 
 Assessing the relevant documents, i.e. the business plans, financial statements, 
implementation plans, minutes of meetings, bank statements and progress reports 
as well as other relevant documents of the SMEs concerned. 
However, the multiple case study approach followed by the researcher, has secured 
substantial information. In addition, the researcher has also made observations of the 
operational activities of the SMEs. Remenyi (1996) further emphasizes the value of 
observing the actual situation, i.e. the operations of the business. He argues that only by 
viewing the situation can a complete viewpoint be obtained of the interaction of the 
different variables or events. Similarly, Denzin (1989 in Mathews, 2005) argues that 
information gathered by observing research participants is the best form of qualitative 
research. In a nutshell, applying triangulation enabled the researcher to accommodate a 
wide range of personality, historical and behavioural aspects (Yin: 2003). 
Semi-structured interviews have been the main technique for data collection due to their 
flexibility in accommodating all data collection sources, in particular the SME beneficiaries. 
The researcher believes that this technique (semi-structured interviews) suited the SME 
beneficiaries best due to their level of education. Secondly, by using semi-structured 
interviews, the respondents were allowed the freedom to respond easily and in a relaxed 
atmosphere. Furthermore, the semi-structured interviews have secured a high response 
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rate and simultaneously avoided confusion (Babbie and Mouton: 2003). In addition, 
unstructured interviews can be a time consuming exercise (Welman et al., 2005). The 
researcher has to extract data from the respondents that reflects how the respondent sees 
the world (Mathews: 2005).  The questions were structured in such a way that they allow 
the respondent to give a full picture of their views. In this way the analysis will go beyond 
simply reporting what the respondents said. According to Mathews (2005) this will allow the 
researcher to effectively assemble a credible case. The construction of the questionnaire 
was based on the literature review and experience of the researcher, which is also stated by 
Babbie and Mouton (2003) as a basic requirement. Furthermore, the researcher made use 
of conjectures in some questions to allow flexibility for the respondents. According to 
Babbie and Mouton (2003) the above is a common practice for qualitative researchers as it 
acts as guidance during the interviewing.  
 
Table 3 (a) Questionnaire: 
Number Actual Questions Asked 
      
        1. 
The establishment of small businesses by the department of Social 
Development is a method to eradicate or reduce poverty in poorest 
communities, yet it demands business management skills. What is 
your viewpoint on this? 
 
        2. 
In view of your experience regarding the management of small 
business projects, are there any factors hampering the success or 
growth of such businesses? Please discuss. 
 
        3. 
What do you think are the success factors giving rise to the growth 
and sustainability of small businesses established within the 
Department of Social Development? 
  
        4. 
Do you think that small businesses established by the Department of 
Social Development have a higher or lower survival rate as compare 
to other small businesses in the private sector? Does social capital 
play a role? Discuss. 
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        5. 
The Department of Social Development are among the few 
governmental departments to been granted funds for small business 
development. What are your views on the effectiveness of 
implementing small businesses to fight poverty?  
 
        6. 
What are your views on inter departmental collaboration in order to 
strengthen resources for the successful establishment of small 
businesses? 
 
        7. 
What do you think are the challenges that the Department faces in 
increasing the success rate of small businesses? 
 
         8. 
People perhaps view the Department of Social Development in a 
more helping and welfare mandatory context. Do you think that the 
relationship with the Department and communities play a significant 
role in ensuring the sustainability of small businesses? 
 
        9. 
Can you share your views on how the Department of Social 
Development can play a more effective role in ensuring the future 
sustainability of small businesses? 
  
        10. 
Small business development is a major arena for the South African 
government to fight poverty. Do you think that the Department of 
Social Development has made a significant contribution in this area? 
Please discuss. 
 
The above questionnaire was only a guideline for interviewing the ten beneficiaries from the 
four SMEs. Interviewees were allowed to move forward and backwards during the 
interviews. According to Mathews (2005) this will enable the analysis of data to go beyond 
simply reporting what respondents disclosed. After the researcher had chosen the 
appropriate technique for data collection, the second step was to get access to the 
appropriate SMEs, i.e. the sample. This includes both successful SMEs as well as failures 
established by the Department of Social Development in the Eastern Cape. The researcher 
visited the Department of Social Development at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan area in 
Port Elizabeth after making an appointment. The visit was followed by a formal letter 
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requesting permission to have access to the SMEs and their respective members as well as 
staff members from the Department of Social Development and relevant documentation. 
Poggenpoel and Myburgh (2006:308) warn about “unplanned initial contact” and the 
establishment of a good understanding. 
The researcher drafted an information sheet which indemnifies the participants from any 
harm or damage resulting from the research study. However, no individual consent forms 
were used as this can diminish confidentiality and perhaps threaten the good rapport 
between researcher and participant (Van Den Hoonaard: 2000). Welman et al., 2005 stated 
that in light of the research subject, it is crucial for the researcher to gain the trust of the 
respondents. 
Babbie and Mouton (2003: 282) underpins the importance of using multiple sources of data 
and state that this entails applying ‘...more than one method, multiple interview or 
observation occasions and a variety of informants when the research questions call for 
them’. The researcher has used semi-structured interviews in interviewing all beneficiaries 
of the SMEs involved and made use of field notes in addition to tape recordings. The tape 
recorder was used after permission was granted by the respondents. Six employees from 
the Department of Social Development were used to answer the same questions asked to 
the SME beneficiaries. This was an attempt by the researcher to get a more balanced view 
although the necessary documents were also accessed. Three of these employees are 
directly involved in the SMEs sampled, while others are working closely together within the 
same service programme, i.e. poverty eradication through the establishment of small 
businesses. Welman et al., 2005 underline the significance of writing down everything that 
is disclosed during the interview, including any non-verbal behaviour. The interviews were 
scheduled over a three month period including the visits to SMEs and observations. 
Documents for the applicable SMEs were sourced, such as business plans, financial 
statements, implementation plans, and minutes of meetings, bank statements and progress 
reports as well as other relevant documents.  
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 3.4 Case Study Protocol 
 
A case study protocol will increase the reliability of the case study research and is necessary 
during this research because the investigator will engage in a multiple-case study design 
(Yin: 2003). Many interviewees may be sensitive to the question of SME failures and 
successes so the interviews need to be managed with great circumspection. Another aspect 
of concern is the experience gained by the researcher in this field of study. The researcher 
has extensive knowledge and experience in the social field of small business development.  
Therefore it is important to construct field procedures and keep to the specific questions in 
mind across all case studies. The researcher will aim to achieve replication and convergence, 
as these are two fundamental aspects of increasing reliability (Babbie and Mouton: 2003).  
Applying a multi-case study design will also enhance reliability and allow the researcher to 
feel confident when convergence and replication is reached during the data analysis (Yin: 
2003).  This means that planning for the interview, and framing and structuring the 
questions to be posed is important. Consistency must be maintained throughout the 
investigation in respect of all case studies. This will ensure that good data is obtained.  
In this research, it is extremely important that the researcher remains focused in compiling 
unbiased findings, while simultaneously subscribing to substantial, traceable evidence to 
confirm the findings (Babbie and Mouton: 2003). Collecting information from multiple 
angles will enhance credibility of the research. In this case, four SMEs were sampled. 
Remyeni (1996) postulates that especially in business and management studies, the 
participants need a high degree of reassurance. According to Remyeni (1996) this can be 
achieved if the researcher is open about the goals of the research and the other important 
ethical issues. The following aspects are important and should be attended to by the 
researcher Remyeni (1996:111): 
 The participants should be made fully aware of why the research are been 
conducted and what will happen with the information after the research process. 
 The researcher should declare whether there is any conflict of interest, which could 
affect the participants. 
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 The participant’s right to remain anonymous should be respect by the researcher. 
 Information should not be gathered under pressure by using higher authority to get 
information from informants. 
In addition to the above, Welman et al., (2005) warn the researcher to guard against 
manipulation of respondents and advises treating them in a human and dignified manner. 
The researcher addressed all of the above aspects by means of the research information 
sheet, which was signed and explained by the researcher before being handed out to all 
participants. In this way the respondents were assured about the confidentiality of the 
interviews. The researcher respected the interviewees request not to disclose their names 
in any form of writing. During the interviewing process some of the interviewees requested 
that the tape recording be discontinued while the researcher was allowed to make field 
notes. The officials from the Department of Social Development preferred to complete the 
questionnaire via email and have follow-up correspondence if necessary. According to Riley, 
Wood, Clark, Wilkie, and Szivas (2000), confidentiality can enhance the reliability and 
truthfulness of the participants’ responses during the research process. 
 
3.5 The Sample 
Remyeni (1998) emphasises the critical relationship between the results of the research and 
the selection of the sample. He points out that the sample selection process can become an 
ethical issue when the influence of the researcher becomes evident. Selecting samples is a 
difficult process as the researcher should stipulate clearly how this process unfolded to give 
the reader the opportunity to critically evaluate the findings (Mathews: 2005). According to 
Babbie and Mouton (2003) there are two types of sampling, i.e. non-probability and 
probability sampling. Under the latter, Babbie and Mouton (2003) identified the following 
sampling designs: 
 Simple random sampling, which is a fundamental sampling method for statistical 
calculations of social research. Babbie and Mouton (2003) postulate that this 
method is rarely used by researchers because it lacks efficiency. 
  Systematic sampling is also problematic as the possibility of drawing a biased 
sample exists. 
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 Stratified sampling decreases the error of probability and simultaneously obtains a 
greater degree of representativeness. 
 Multistage cluster sampling is a technique used to decrease the sampling error by 
increasing the number of clusters and decreasing the number of elements within a 
cluster.  
The following non-probability sampling techniques are outlined by Babbie and Mouton 
(2003):  
 Reliance on available subjects. This method is inexpensive and very convenient but 
prevents the researcher from generalizing from the data. 
 Purposive or judgmental sampling. Here the researcher selects a sample based on 
his/her judgment and the purpose of the study. 
 Snowball sampling. This is the process of accumulation, as each located subject 
suggests other subjects. 
 Quota sampling. This method requires a detailed description of the characteristics of 
the total population in order to select the sample members. 
 Selecting informants. Here informants are selected in such a way that they represent 
a broad, diverse view of the group under study. 
In view of the above sampling methods, the most appropriate methods for this study are 
reliance on available subjects and purposive or judgmental sampling. The researcher 
experienced difficulty in finding a variety of the sample, i.e. the SMEs that are successful and 
on the other hand knowledgeable staff members in the area of SME management operating 
within the context of the social welfare field. Business successes and failures are a very 
broad topic and were narrowed down to the social developmental context. A sample of two 
successful income generation projects (SMEs) and two unsuccessful projects were selected. 
This was done in consultation with the Department of Social Development employees as the 
researcher did not have knowledge of the SMEs progress. The two successful SMEs are 
engaged in multiple business initiatives. Measurements of financial management as 
described in the literature review have been used as a criterion for defining successes and 
failures. The four SMEs were located in the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipal district 
in the Eastern Cape. The Nelson Mandela Metropolitan Municipal district is a well-
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developed and advanced region in comparison with other district municipalities in the 
Eastern Cape and is thus able to accommodate the researcher’s sampling strategy. The 
researcher selected the ten most experienced beneficiaries or members involved in SME 
management. The documents analyzed were obtained from the SME members and also 
from the Department of Social Development employees. 
 
3.6 Data Analysis 
 
Mathews (2005: 804) describes the data analysis process as a ‘creative process that requires 
spending a great deal of time with the data, reading and rereading, coding and recoding, 
writing memos and rewriting memos and then making connections among them, until an 
argument emerges that is grounded in the data’. Babbie and Mouton (2003) outline two 
analytical approaches to qualitative research: 
 Content analysis enables the researcher to make conclusions about the philosophical 
assumptions of a text or writer through the examination of repetition of certain 
words and phrases. Babbie and Mouton (2003) state that this approach is not 
favourable for qualitative researchers and is not commonly used. 
 Discourse analysis is one method which allows researchers to move beyond the 
obvious so as to become empowered to reconstruct the meaning of all things.  
Discourse analysis is valued by Babbie and Mouton (2003) as a multifaceted process, but 
they maintain it is very complicated to learn. The researcher is of the same opinion and is 
not in favour of the appropriateness of the content analysis approach. 
Due to the high degree of subjectivism of qualitative approach, the researcher applied 
multiple case study method (Remyeni: 1996). Thus, interviews were the main method of 
data collection together with observations and document analysis as well as sorting email 
data gathered from departmental employees.  
The grounded theory approach will be applied in this study as no research hypothesis 
testing will be conducted. Strauss and Corbin, 1990 in Babbie and Mouton (2003: 498) 
describe the key aspects of grounded theory as something ‘that is discovered, developed, 
and provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of data pertaining 
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to the phenomenon’. Futhermore, Straus and Corbin, 1990 in Babbie and Mouton (2003) 
cited that coding procedures and adjunctive procedures are the two main processes to 
grounded theory. They stated that coding entails asking questions and making comparisons. 
Straus and Corbin (1990) identified three types of coding, namely open coding, axial coding 
and selective coding. Although Shank and Villella (2004) contend that qualitative 
researchers have the freedom to sort through their data and should not feel obliged to 
account for every single aspect of meaning, they assumed that all aspects of meaning in 
qualitative research study should be coded and that all these coded elements must be 
accounted for. Boyatzis (1998) outlines five steps in developing themes and codes: 
(i) Step 1 entails the task of reducing the raw data by reading, listening and 
watching raw material of each unit of analysis. 
(ii) In step 2, the researcher identifies themes within samples. Here similarities 
among the pieces of information within a subsample should be compared. 
(iii) Thirdly, the researcher compares the themes or items identified. The 
similarities between subsample groups are been identified. 
(iv) Creating a code is the fourth step. This involves writing, rewriting and 
constructing statements that carry differentiation through. 
(v) Lastly, the researcher must determine the reliability or consistency of 
judgement of the coders. Here the degree of consistency of the researcher’s 
judgement is tested by another person. 
The researcher grouped each SME’s respondents separately and analyse the data as per 
single interview conducted. This means that four groups of interviews were grouped 
separately, while each interview was analysed individually. During the analyses, the 
researcher used the questions asked during the interviews to create themes where under 
data was sorted. In this way, the researcher was able to identify linkages and issues of 
mutual agreement among interviewees and highlight distinctive characteristics between 
SMEs themselves. In addition, the data gathered from the Department of Social 
Development employees via email was also analysed and grouped under themes. This 
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enabled the researcher to outline similarities in responses as well as divergent views. The 
latter information was compared with the information gathered from the SMEs. All 
documents sourced were also analysed and interpreted in the light of the comparisons and 
divergent views stated. In view of the above data analysis process followed, it can be argued 
that the researcher has adopted the Cross-Case Synthesis technique from Yin (2003). In this 
technique each case study is treated individually, i. e. as a separate study. Word tables were 
used to sort data, which enabled cross-case conclusions and identification of similarities. 
According to Yin (2003), having more than two case studies could strengthen the results 
even more under this technique. The sample consisted of four SMEs. The researcher needs 
to be careful not to be overwhelmed by statements from these interviewees or to 
misinterpret findings (Remyeni: 1998). After research was conducted, the researcher 
reflected on the experience of formal and informal data collection. 
 
3.7 Ethical Considerations 
 
The qualitative researcher must strive by all means to conduct him/herself in an ethical 
manner and manifest a thorough understanding of his/her actions and efforts during the 
research process. Participatory accountability holds the qualitative researcher accountable 
for all forms of participation (Shank and Villella: 2004). Fielding (2000) believes that it is 
difficult to maintain objectivity but emphasizes the importance of a continuous attempt to 
achieve objectivity. 
Confidentiality is another important ethical aspect in qualitative research. Brown (2003) 
notes that it is important for the researcher to assure the interviewees that the information 
disclosed will not be linked back to them. In other words, no one would be able to trace 
them through the information given. Welman et al., (2005) interpret the above as the right 
to privacy and mentioned that it is important to inform the respondent that his/her name 
will remain anonymous. The researcher assured participants of their anonymity in the 
research information sheet, and reaffirmed this during the interviews.  
Honesty is another important ethical consideration and should be implemented from the 
start when the researcher gives a careful explanation about the purpose of the research 
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(Brown 2003). From the start, the researcher communicated in an open and honest manner 
to all the relevant people as well as the participants. 
Welman et al., (2005) highlight trust as key factor to increase validity. The researcher should 
gain the trust of the respondents so that they feel at ease and disclose information 
accurately. Remenyi, 1998 also emphasises the need for trust between the researcher and 
the university as well as the general public as key for the setting of ethical standards. 
Furthermore, Welman et al (2005) note that especially male researchers should be cautious 
not to act in a paternalistic way towards female respondents. Oakely (1981, in Welman et 
al., 2005) suggests that in order for the discussion of the subject to be value free, both the 
researcher and interviewee should remain faceless and invisible. The majority of the sample 
was females and the researcher was very cautious not to act in a dominant or paternalistic 
manner. The researcher has also assured the respondents of indemnity from any harm or 
damage in the research information sheet and communicated this again during 
interviewing. 
 
3.8 Chapter Summary 
This chapter investigated the research methodology process that guided the researcher 
during the investigation. Essential elements of the research design were discussed with 
much emphasis on the substantive grounds for following this particular research design. 
Due to the qualitative nature of the research study, descriptive tables are used to easily 
explain statistical results. Issues such as the multiple case study design and enhancing the 
reliability of the study were also discussed. Special attention has been given to the selection 
of the sample due to the complexity of the subject under investigation. Much attention was 
given to the protocol the researcher should adhere to as well as other fundamental ethical 
considerations. The approaches to the data analyses were discussed, as well as the 
technique applied in the research study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Research Findings 
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter three outlined the research process that was followed, i.e. semi-structured 
interviews were used for the beneficiaries of four different SMEs. These SMEs are part of 
the Department of Social Developments’ poverty alleviation program and were established 
by them in conjunction with the members of the various communities. The researcher refers 
to the project members as beneficiaries as they are the community members that benefit 
from the operational proceeds of these particular SMEs. The appropriate documents were 
accessed and correlated to verify certain information gathered. Choosing a multiple case 
study design approach increased the reliability of the research data and enhances the 
confidence of the researcher when convergence and replication is reached during data 
analysis (Yin: 2003). The data gathered were analyzed and the factors leading to the success 
and failure of SMEs are presented in this chapter.  
The fundamental issue in the data analysis is the distinction between the responses 
gathered from the ten interviewees involved in the four SMEs studied and observations and 
data obtained from all four different SMEs. Equally important is the information gathered 
from five Departmental officials that will be correlated with those responses from the SME 
beneficiaries. The researcher’s interpretation of what the respondents disclosed about the 
issues at hand is important in this chapter (Mathews: 2005).  
Therefore in this chapter, the researcher hopes to convey to the reader the findings of the 
research while chapter five contains in-depth discussions linked to the literature. 
4.2 Interviews Conducted 
The researcher conducted ten interviews among the four different SMEs selected. The SMEs 
are divided into two categories, namely successful and unsuccessful SMEs. The interviewees 
comprised of two males and eight females who are all between the ages of 30 and 62 years 
of age. All participants seemed to have more than two years experience in community work 
and small business management activities. The following is a biographical outline of the  
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interviewees of the four SMEs. Each colour represents one SME: 
Table 4 (a) Biographical profile of interviewees 
 
The ten interviews lasted approximately 12 hours and varied in time depending on the 
participants’ responses during the interviews. The researcher allowed the respondents to 
flow freely during the interviews, but ensured that focus around the different questions is 
maintained. In this way the researcher attempted to see the story told through the eyes of 
Interviewee no. Experience Gender Age Language 
1 3 ½ years Male 
33 
years 
Xhosa 
2 3 years Male 
54 
years 
Xhosa 
3 2 years Female 
57 
years 
Afrikaans 
4 5 years Female 
51 
years 
Xhosa 
5 19 years Female 
62 
years 
Xhosa 
6 10 years Female 
40 
years 
Xhosa 
7 4 years Female 
57 
years 
Afrikaans 
8 2 years Female 
42 
years 
Afrikaans 
9 9 years Female 
52 
years 
Afrikaans 
10 3 years Female 
38 
years 
Afrikaans 
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the respondent (Mathews: 2005).  Although the researcher made use of a tape recorder, 
field notes were also taken during the interviews. Apart from the above, observations of the 
operational activities of these SMEs were made and additional information was recorded in 
the form of field notes. The total time devoted to observations was approximately 150 
minutes. The following table represents a service profile of each SME: 
Table 4(b) Profile of SMEs 
 SME 1 SME 2 SME 3 SME 4 
Projects 
running at 
the time of 
research 
 Catering 
 Confectionery 
 Hiring 
 Candle making 
 Sewing service 
 Hall decorations 
 Functions and 
events planning 
 Adult basic 
education 
 Sewing project 
 Bangle Ubuntu 
 Home Based Care 
Hiv/Aids 
 Food Security 
 Pre-school 
 Vegetable 
gardens 
 Woodwork 
 Cleaning 
services 
 
 Soya products 
 
Projects in 
the pipeline 
 Laundry service 
 Welding service 
 Cleaning service 
 
 Agriculture  
 Counselling 
services 
 Building 
cleaning 
 Road repairs 
 Waste 
management 
 Recycling 
 Polish making 
 Vaseline 
production 
Funding  Capital funding 
 Sales 
 Annual funding 
 Sales 
 Donations 
 Sales 
 Capital funding 
 Sales 
 Capital 
funding 
Amount  
allocated 
 R500 000.00  R704 000.00  R500 000.00  R750 000.00 
Market  Very well 
established 
 Government 
tenders 
 Very good 
support 
 International 
market for 
Bangles 
 Local 
communities 
 Very good 
support 
 Local 
municipality 
 Local 
communities 
 Well supported 
 Shops 
 Governmental 
departments 
 Not well 
supported 
Profitability  Very good  Maintain positive 
balance 
 Operating at a 
loss 
 Ability to be 
profitable 
Employment  15 members fully 
employed and 
shareholders 
 More than 800 
temporary 
workers per 
annum 
 23 care givers 
 9 management 
staff members 
 16  staff 
members 
 Volunteers only 
 4  staff 
members 
 Volunteers 
only 
Operational 
activities 
 Daily operations 
 Highly Intensive 
 Daily operations 
 Intensive 
 Daily operations 
 
 Daily 
operations 
depends on 
orders 
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All interviews were conducted at the convenience of the respondents. In some instances 
interviews were conducted on site in separate rooms from their business activities, which 
ensured that the confidentiality and privacy of the interviewees was maintained. Other 
respondents felt more comfortable at their homes, after work. These interviews were 
conducted between 16h00 and 19h00. 
The following sections disclose information from the respondents in different themes as per 
questions asked: 
4.2.1 The Need for Business Management Skills 
The importance of business management skills for the successful implementation of small 
business activities is highly emphasized in the South African SME sector. Taking the Eastern 
Cape with the lowest literacy rate into perspective, one can link education to poverty. Fairlie 
and Robb (2007) suggest that government programs should provide mentors, internships or 
apprenticeship type training to reduce historical inequalities.  
The first question attempted to ascertain whether there is a need for the business 
management skills for the successful establishment of SMEs by the Department of Social 
Development.  
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries: (SME 1 & 2) 
In response to the first question, all four respondents agreed that business skills are 
important for the sound managing and survival of SMEs. Respondent 7 stated that none of 
their members have formal education yet they were fortunate to have a group with such 
diverse skills. According to the respondent these practical skills were gained through their 
past experiences and previous employment history. However, respondent 8 (from the same 
SME) stated that there is a need for more training in order to enable them to improve on 
current service delivery.  
 
Total 
beneficiaries 
 12  14  16  4 
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The following issues regarding business management skills also emerged from the 
interviews: 
 Different skills are needed such as practical skills, which include handwork, beading, 
candle making, woodwork and farming. 
 Business skills bring capacity and knowledge vital for the survival of the SME. 
 The educational background of the beneficiaries is important and should be viewed 
as a criterion for acceptance to the business initiative.  
 The Department of Social Development should consider who the beneficiaries are 
during the recruitment process for the establishment of the SME, as people with 
basic skills and integrity are important for the successful operation of the SME.  
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: (SME 3 & 4) 
“We got the idea but we’re not perfect in doing it. To grow we need to know exactly what 
we are doing”. This particular respondent (no. 4) mentioned that they are struggling with 
the marketing of their products and bookkeeping tasks, yet they carry on for the sake of 
survival. The above statement can be linked with the response of her fellow colleague 
(respondent 5) who expressed her concern about monitoring as a method of in-service 
training to ensure the correctness of their duties. From the scrutiny of their business plan 
(Annexure ‘C’) training was scheduled for 15 women in business management skills by 
March 2007. It is also evident that no provision is made for follow-up training and that 
training is not specified in the various functional categories, such as marketing and 
bookkeeping. Other expressions are as follows: 
 People need to be trained to understand ‘business itself’. 
 There is a need for skills training on how to work with money and with people. 
 Different educational levels cause problems when executing tasks, need training in 
managing the overall operations of the business. 
 Need skills in order to work with money and with people. 
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(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
All five officials agreed that business management skills are important for the sustainable 
development of SMEs. Official 1 stated that business management skills are only infused at 
a later stage in the business process. According to him, this caused improper management 
of funds allocated by the Department of Social Development to the beneficiaries. Both 
officials 1, 2 and 4 emphasized skills development as an integral part of running the 
business. According to official 4 the highest level of education among beneficiaries is matric 
and stated that these beneficiaries have never learned how to run a business. Some of the 
respondents emphasized project management, financial management and business 
management skills as subjects for training. Official 5 also acknowledged the vital role of the 
Department of Labour in providing training for those SMEs who qualify in accordance with 
their standards. Other important information disclosed: 
 The Department of Social Development focus on operating business initiatives and 
therefore engage with people who are already business orientated. The Department 
of Social Development’s aim is to empower them in such a way that these 
beneficiaries are able to take their business to the next level, i. e. from a cooperative 
to a close corporation. 
 According to official 4, although community based initiatives are targeted by the 
Department of Social Development, where no business ventures exist, communities 
are encouraged and provided assistance to start such business initiatives. 
Taking all three samples of respondents into perspective, one can conclude that there is a 
consistent outcry for training and more training, that the need for business management 
skills is experienced and that training should be in the beginning phase of the business 
venture. This is in line with Nieman (2006) who states that training is a vital source for any 
employee, as it presents them with information, expertise and capabilities. 
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4.2.2 Factors Hampering Growth and Success 
The responses to the second question reflected constraints within the Department of Social 
Development (DSD) and the SMEs sampled, which could be regarded as contributing factors 
to failure. 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Respondent 7 mentioned that a positive attitude among the beneficiaries is fundamental in 
addressing the many challenges they are facing. One overriding factor that causes a delay in 
the implementation of the small business is lack of education. The respondent is of the 
opinion that education will enable their SMEs’ beneficiaries to undertake more than one 
business venture and run it effectively. This particular SME beneficiaries want to engage in 
literacy classes, apply their new knowledge to the business and in doing so secure a stable 
income.  
According to respondent 8, communication and attitude among the beneficiaries of SMEs 
are important factors for building the business. The respondent noted that attitude among 
their members nearly ruined the teamwork necessary for production. A mentor intervened 
and resolved the situation, which steered them towards success. Another respondent 
indicated that they have to replace the whole committee (board of trustees) because of a 
serious attitude problem and different viewpoints as it had a negative effect on their 
relationships and affected production.  
Respondent 9 mentioned recognition as an important aspect as they are all equal 
shareholders within the SME. The same value was referred to by respondent 1 when 
mentioning that they are all “directors” of the SME. Communication was re-emphasized by 
Respondent no. 8 who said that they nearly lost their customer market because one of their 
members failed to communicate properly to customers.    
Respondent 9 is convinced that SMEs will thrive or at least survive if the Department of 
Social Development recruit people with integrity who can ensure accountability and have 
the necessary basic skills.  
Other issues that were expressed as inhibiting growth are: 
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 People leave the SME when they are not treated in a dignified manner. 
 A lack of assertiveness causes misunderstanding among members. Support among 
members is necessary as everyone is not assertive as their fellow member. 
 People with bossy attitudes are problematic to the group.  
 Different views and opinions delay the progress of the business. 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
Respondents 4 and 6 agreed that a lack of commitment among beneficiaries threatens the 
survival and growth of the SME. According to respondent 2, members also experience a lack 
of skills to approach people to market their services. This intertwines with the response 
from respondent 6 who stated that they are experiencing a lack of marketing skills and as a 
result are unable to market their products.  
The following are all diverse viewpoints reflected by members of the two unsuccessful 
SMEs: 
• According to respondent 4 there is a lack of understanding of ‘seed money’. This 
cause conflict and mistrust among members, which in turn destroys teambuilding. 
• Respondent 1 stated that beneficiaries lack understanding of profit making and 
simultaneous fail to take ownership of the business. 
• The latter part of the above statement is linked to the response of respondent 2 who 
mentioned that members fail to take initiative.   
• No workshops are conducted by the Department of Social Development prior to the 
allocation of funding. 
• Lack of the ability to understand operations in such a way that a profit can be made. 
• Competition in the market exists with two national companies. 
• Lack of team building (This particular respondent mentioned that they started off 
with 20 women and dropped to four). 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
Under this theme, there were quiet a diverse response from all five officials. Correlations 
could only be drawn from the following three aspects: 
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 A lack of understanding among beneficiaries in terms of procedures to be followed 
and accountability lacks. Official 2 mentioned that beneficiaries’ behaviour change as 
soon as the funding is allocated. There seems to be an expectation for reward for 
labour input, yet the funding is for capital expenditure. Official 1 also stated that the 
temptations to use funds for other purposes than budgeted for increase when 
funding arrives. According to official 5, the above situation is urged when budgets 
are allocated late and expenditure needs to be rushed in order to comply with the 
financial period deadlines. As a result officials are under pressure and monitoring on 
expenditure collapse. 
 The late transaction of funds hampers business progress (official 3). This was also 
mentioned by official 5, stating that budgets are been released very late. As a result 
the value of experience to be gained in financial expenditure and protocol by SMEs is 
lost.  
 Both officials 1 and 3 agreed that a lack of skills and financial management skills in 
particular are hampering the growth and survival of SMEs. 
Other views also mentioned under this section are as follows: 
• Not all beneficiaries have the entrepreneurial flair necessary to succeed. 
• A lack of understanding between the Department of Social Development 
and the beneficiaries. 
• There seems to be mistrust among beneficiaries that cause serious 
problems. 
• A lack of commitment among members of cooperatives (SMEs). 
• Non adherence to governing documents by beneficiaries. 
• Assistance available from other departments is very minimal, yet the 
Department of Social Development view them as vitally important to 
ensure the survival of SMEs. 
• Low level of education is a fundamental stumbling block. 
• Ignorance of beneficiaries, although trained, no improvement as far as 
following the right procedures is noticeable. 
• Lack of commitment from local municipalities in assisting these SMEs. 
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The understanding of the SME’s budgets and responsibility to ensure accurate expenditure 
is highlighted by officials as factors hampering growth. This is also indicated by respondent 
4, stating the lack of understanding of ‘seed funding’. The Department of Social 
Development implemented an “Agreement for Project Funding” policy document (see 
Annexure ‘D’), which stipulates the importance of financial recording and subsequent 
procedures to be followed. This agreement also compels beneficiaries to spend the 
allocated funding in accordance with the business plan and subsequent agreement. 
4.2.3 Factors Contributing to Success 
Under this section the respondents were asked about their experiences in view of factors 
contributing toward success. There are a number of factors contributing to the success of 
SMEs outlined in the literature review chapter. It is important to note that these factors or a 
combination of these differ from business to business. The following factors highlighted 
were perceived by the respondents as contributors toward success:  
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Respondent 7 states that unity and commitment among the members enabled them to be 
successful. Another value that was mentioned by this respondent is the “passion to serve 
the community”. As stated earlier that all interviewees have some experience in community 
involvement, even if it is on a voluntary basis.  
A very interesting point came from respondent 8, who said they perform the tasks that 
directly affect the quality of the product themselves and delegate other less important 
duties to the general labourers. For this respondent, feedback from the customers is very 
important. The respondent is the only member in the group who goes back to the 
customers and asks for feedback regarding services rendered. This respondent also believes 
that pride is an important concept in her work. Through pride she managed to maintain 
good quality standards of her products and strive to improve on it.  
Very little competition in the market was mentioned as another success factor by 
respondent 8 apart from the overwhelming support provided by the Department of Social 
Development.  
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Respondent 9 find this question difficult to answer and are from the opinion that monitoring 
and evaluation are key aspects that need to be implemented. Her response was: 
 “It is difficult to answer …. the department doesn’t have a monitoring and evaluation tool.” 
Other aspects that were mentioned as contributing factors towards success are: 
 Support by the Department of Social Development (DSD). 
 The establishment of a market by DSD prior to the implementation of the project. 
 Maintaining high standards and striving for continuous improvement. 
 A good relationship with the communities they are part of. 
 Visible branding of their services and products.  
 Networking with all relevant stakeholders and various departments. 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
The six respondents from the two unsuccessful SMEs reflected diverse responses regarding 
their viewpoint on factors contributing towards success: 
 Respondent 5 is from the opinion that multi skilled people are lacking within their 
SME, which hamper them from producing a variety of products. 
 The ability to create opportunities to link up with trading companies and establish 
new markets and supply chain. 
 The fact that communities are making use of their services. 
 Also, the Department of Social Development are making use of their services. 
 Contract with local municipality. 
 Seed funding provided by the Department of Social Development. 
 Conflict resolution by departmental officials. This helps to bring stability and peace 
among members. 
 Monitoring by the Department of Social Development. 
 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
Intense monitoring is highlighted by officials 2, 3 and 4 as a key driver towards success. 
Official 4 is of the opinion that the Department of Social Development ‘must offer support 
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and space for members to learn and take lead’. The idea of implementing a meaningful after 
care services also ties in with the above response. All of the above are in line with the 
business plan (section under monitoring and evaluation) where it is expected from the 
Departmental officials to conduct weekly visits. Taking the responses from the SMEs into 
consideration, it appears that weekly visits are not been conducted. 
In addition, the following aspects were also indicated: 
• Commitment and determination by beneficiaries. 
• Honesty and respect among beneficiaries are very important. 
• Capacitating beneficiaries. 
• Availability of community development practitioners within the Department of Social 
Development. 
• Sound selection processes by the Department of Social Development. This entails the 
selection of the right business people as well as the determination and 
implementation of the business idea. This links up with one of the respondent’s 
opinion, that the Department should ensure a market before implementing the 
business idea.  
• Employees within the Department of Social Development must develop a sound 
appreciation for business processes, i.e. they must ensure that business principles 
suffice in their attempt to establish SMEs.  
 
4.2.4 Social Capital 
Lin (1999) argues that investments in social relations have expected returns and that social 
networks strengthen social capital as an asset. The researcher shared the same viewpoint 
and valued social capital in small businesses. Yunus (1998) states that some entrepreneurs 
with a social conscious will invest to maximise their social returns, provided that their 
business remains viable.  
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
The researcher explained the concept of social capital to all respondents before they 
attempted to answer the question. Respondent 7 is of the opinion that SMEs established by 
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the Department of Social Development have an advantage over the private business sector. 
The respondent mentioned that the communities are aware that the focus is not on the 
individual but on women empowerment as a collective and job creation. What is of great 
value for this respondent is the number of beneficiaries provided with an opportunity to 
become their “own business managers” and seek independence. Furthermore, the 
respondent stated that they are receiving good support by government departments and 
held over 700 functions in two years, which generated a profit in excess of R500 000. These 
functions include special events, 21st birthdays, weddings, meetings by government officials 
and workshops. The respondent is of the opinion that their status as a community-driven 
SME links them with all relevant departments.  
Respondent 8 said their community involvement is the key to their success, saying: “We 
plough back to the community.” Apart from their business activities to generate an income, 
the respondent mentioned the many social events and initiatives they have undertaken to 
help the communities, such as helping the prisoners, hosting events, and recruiting illiterate 
people for ABET classes and males for training in welding. The 9th respondent values their 
relationships with the schools and community members as one of the key factors towards 
their success. One interviewee mentioned that they also attract the customer market 
through their individual relationships with various community members. 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
On the question of whether the survival rate of SMEs established by the Department of 
Social Development have a higher or lower survival rate, only respondents 1 and 6 are from 
the opinion that they have a lower survival rate due to the following reasons: 
 Private SMEs are already well established while cooperatives are at rudimentary 
phase. 
 Cooperatives have big numbers of shareholders as compare to private businesses. 
Too many people seem problematic and often lack understanding. 
 The majority of members are unskilled and are easily persuaded by educated people. 
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The other four respondents (2, 3, 4 and 5) all agree that the survival rate of SMEs 
established by the Department of Social Development is higher. The following are their 
opinions in this regard: 
 Respondent 2 believes that there is a general trend by all departments to assist 
cooperatives and mentioned Telkom as an example who requested their services. 
Also the positive attitude of the local community and their market support they are 
currently enjoying. 
 Tenders are often obtained from governmental departments. 
 Respondent 3 mentioned that support will increase if more marketing is conducted.  
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
Three officials indicated that SMEs have a lower survival rate as oppose to private SMEs. 
Official 1 stated that there has been no success since the introduction of this poverty 
alleviation initiative mainly due to the fact that no business procedures are been followed. 
The official is of the opinion that this program is designed in a more social assistance 
paradigm than proper business development. 
The 5th official indicated that the “free giving of money” is attracting community members 
and that people do not truly appreciate capital funding, from here the lack of commitment 
and low survival rate. This perhaps ties in with one respondent who indicated: “When 
people messed up, they receive money from scratch by the department”. One official felt 
that SMEs do have a higher survival rate because the approach of the department has 
changed. According to him, people now get training first before project implementation. 
The 2nd official indicated that the survival of SME initiatives is entirely dependent on the 
beneficiaries themselves. 
 
 
4.2.5 Effective Implementation of SMEs by the Department of Social Development 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
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One respondent views the Department of Social Development as more successful than the 
other departments. Apart from the Department of Public Works who supported them with a 
building, other departments have not contributed much by comparison. In view of the 
overall responses gathered, the respondents are of the opinion that the Department of 
Social Development is making progress in addressing poverty. However, three respondents 
expressed their realization of the massive task in alleviating poverty. Respondent 7 stated 
that “third degree poverty” needs to be addressed first in order for government to be 
effective. She referred to third degree poverty as crime, gangsterism, alcohol and drug 
trafficking. 
Only respondent 9 stated outright that the Department of Social Development failed to 
address poverty effectively. The respondent contends that there is a high degree of 
overlapping services within the departments and those departmental officials are 
sometimes in competition among each other to render services. According to her, the latter 
is caused by the inability to be innovative and create new service delivery models. The 
respondent also mentioned that the department has adopted their business model for 
service rendering for implementation elsewhere.  
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
Whether there has been a positive experience regarding service delivery by the Department 
of Social Development, the interviewees had mix responses. Respondent 1 indicated that 
the department is effective as far as the accessing of funding is concerned. On the other 
hand the respondent felt that due to a lack of monitoring, the department cannot be rated 
effective. In comparison with other departments, respondent 4 stated that the Department 
of Social Development is effective and that programmes, implemented by other 
departments are “too slow”. Respondent 6 indicated that the Department of Social 
Development are “doing a good job” as long as the beneficiaries manage their budgets 
according to the prescribed procedures.  
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
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“It works..., it does not work. There is certain small percentage of people in society who are 
businessperson material. Where the group has been formed by skilled/ experienced focussed 
individuals, success has been noted”. This is the response from official 1 who is from the 
overall opinion that the Department have not been effective as they are trying to reach too 
many unemployed and poor people as far as possible. The 5th   official stated that no 
measures are working within the Department i.e. that includes grants for business 
initiatives, social grants, child support grants and pension income. Official 4 stated that the 
idea of establishing SMEs is great but the problem lies with the implementation. According 
to this official, there is red tape with the utilisation of funds and because of this, the success 
rate is low. Official 2 and 3 are from the opinion that the Department is effective with its 
implementation of SMEs strategy. From their responses it can be interpreted that the 
Department has change the lives of many people. 
4.2.6 Strengthening Resources through Collaboration 
Inter departmental collaboration refers to the ability of the various governmental 
departments to utilize their various resources in such a way that they are able to assist SMEs 
more effectively. 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Respondent 9 mentioned that although there is collaboration among the departments, 
there is still a lot of “in-fighting” and fierce competition due to a lack of innovation within 
government themselves. The respondent is also of the opinion that not all departments are 
involved as a collaborative movement. Special mention was made of the Department of 
Justice and Agriculture as well as the strategic role that the Department of Social 
Development should play, i.e. taking initiative to easily network services for the 
beneficiaries.  
Respondent 7 reflected on their experience of collaboration with all the various 
departments and said that it is a very good strategy to assist SMEs. When they started the 
business venture, the following departments were involved in providing assistance to them: 
Department of Social Development (Funding of R500 000); Public Works (building to operate 
the business); Department of Economic Affairs (workshop on business ideas); Department of 
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Trade and Industry (registered the SME with all relevant departments in order to supply 
services and products to them); Department of Education (negotiated the building from 
Public Works) and lastly the local municipality who facilitated all processes as far as 
possible. Despite their real life experience of interdepartmental collaboration, the 
respondent stated that there are still people in the communities who have a negative 
perception about inter departmental collaboration.  
Respondent 10 confirmed the importance of collaboration and said that it would be to the 
advantage of the community over the private sector. The respondent felt that collaboration 
is a way of securing the survival of the SMEs as they are linked to render services and sell 
their products much easier than other private SMEs.  
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
“When they are talking, their promises are too high. Politicians sign agreements but officials 
don’t deliver”. These are some of the frustrations expressed by the 4th respondent. 
Respondent 6 made it clear that departments are not collaborating; “they rather let SMEs 
suffer by not paying them for service delivery”. According to respondent 1, it is important 
for one department to understand what the other one is doing. He stated that SMEs get 
funded for the same business venture by different departments. One of these SMEs’ 
business report (February to October 2007) highlighted outstanding monies owed by the 
various departments totalling R396 755.00. These orders were delivered after an exhibition 
was held in Bisho where all the departments ordered products. Another report indicated 
debtors amounting to R363 255.00 (period of January to March 2008). Comparing to their 
cash sales of R33 500.00 for the same period, it appears that this SME is experiencing cash 
flow problems. Furthermore, they started with insufficient funding (as stated in their report) 
for the requirements of the project. They also experienced incapacity due to big orders from 
government departments and simultaneous lack of machinery. 
 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
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All officials are in agreement that collaboration can work and that it is a wonderful idea. 
However, the current scenario is painted bleak by three of the official’s responses: 
 Duplicate funding in certain areas, overtraining of individuals and lot of misdirected 
investment. 
 Officials should put aside their fears, competition spirit and selfishness. 
 Processes and procedures are different but common ground among all departments 
should be found. 
4.2.7 Challenges   
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Under this question, respondents had diverse opinions regarding the challenges faced by 
the Department of Social Development. Respondent 9 stated that one of the biggest 
challenges the Department of Social Development is facing is the employment of staff, 
which only focus on SME development. This, according to the respondent, should be a 
separate sector apart from Social Work services division. 
Another challenge identified was the formulation of a strategy for training of SME 
beneficiaries. One respondent regard them as ‘fortunate’ to have a group with such diverse 
skills. Respondent 8 mentioned that another challenge lies in the establishment of a 
national market and view Social Development as a key role player in unlocking this market 
for them. 
Other challenges identified were: 
• To ensure that people have a good understanding of what business entails. 
• The Department should be able to assist people with the necessary paperwork. 
• The necessary funds required in terms of the Business Plan should be considered 
based on the budget and not a standardized allocation. 
 
 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
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The challenges mentioned hereunder, reflect the problems experienced by these 
respondents.  
 The Department of Social Development must ensure that the right people are 
recruited for the business venture. 
 Training should be provided first. 
 Only officials that are ‘strict professionals’ in business should attend to SMEs. 
 Mentors must be made available for all SMEs. 
 Stricter regulations should be imposed by the Department regarding the expenditure 
of funds. 
 Teamwork between the departmental officials and SMEs should be enhanced. 
 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
Three officials mentioned that the current insufficient human resources are a great 
challenge for the department of Social Development. The 5th official stated that community 
development is a very rare skill not yet realised in the Eastern Cape. The scarcity of business 
skilled staff will only be recognized once the program is operating sufficiently. Systems to 
implement the program are not in place. Systems referred to here as the normal resources 
needed to operate a business. According to official 4, the Department must ensure that 
policies are understood by ordinary communities. Another challenge is the timorously 
response to the community needs, i.e. there are too many delays by the Department of 
Social Development with regard to the implementation of business initiatives. 
 
4.2.8 A Welfare Perception 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Respondent 9 is convinced that people view funding from the Department of Social 
Development as a ‘must’. According to her this perception of people causes problems such 
as unbudgeted expenditure. Respondent 10 is from the opinion that the department has a 
‘responsibility’ to assist the people with funding for SME development. 
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The relationship between SMEs and the Department of Social Development, according to 
respondent 7 causes fear among private SMEs for their current market. 
 (b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
All respondents agreed that there exist a perception among people that funding for business 
initiatives is seen as a welfare grant. This viewpoint is also evident from the issues disclosed 
regarding member conflict and mistrust among members. The lack of understanding among 
beneficiaries identified, which hampers progress evolved around the expenditure of 
funding.  From a financial report submitted by one of these SMEs to the department 
regarding the renting of their truck, reflected an income for 12 truck hiring occasions while 
11 times are unaccounted for. 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
All five officials are in agreement that people view the business funding as a social grant. 
Some of the officials emphasized the dual responsibility the beneficiaries and the 
Department has, i.e. to change the welfare approach to a more developmental one. 
4.2.9 Ensuring Sustainability of SMEs 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
When the researcher asked how the Department of Social Development could ensure future 
survival of SMEs, respondent 10 highlighted the importance of involvement by the 
department. The respondent further stated that monitoring, supervision and evaluation are 
key activities in ensuring success. The above statement is a confirmation of respondent 9’s 
response when stating that there is ‘no monitoring and evaluation tool’. The alleged 
absence of such monitoring motivates the outcry from beneficiaries to the Department of 
Social Development to increase their involvement. According to respondent 7 the 
department should build more effective relationships with other departments in order to 
assist SMEs more effectively. 
Respondent 8 viewed the ability of the Department of Social Development to link the SMEs 
with the customer market as an important factor for survival. The respondent stated that 
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much need to be done by the Department of Social Development in referring people to 
SMEs and recommending services from these SMEs.  
The following are other important issues that emerged from the interviews: 
 The Department of Social Development should embark on a faster payment method. 
According to respondent 9, the department has failed to make payments timorously 
and as a result they experienced cash flow problems.  
 Another aspect raised is the allocation of funding. The Department of Social 
Development should spread the funding allocation equally. One interviewee 
mentioned that payments are different and was sometimes reduced without 
warning. This causes uncertainty among members and is experienced as a 
discouraging factor. 
 Capital funding for the business should arrive in time, as budgets are set and some 
activities already performed. 
 Crime must be tackled more seriously. The Department of Social Development 
should build more effective relationships with the communities at large and other 
departments. The respondent is also of the opinion that Department of Social 
Development should address other communities more intensively in comparison to 
others. The respondent mentioned neighbourhoods such as Helenvale, Booysen 
Park, Arcadia, Jacksonville and Kleinskool who need more resources to effectively 
address the social issues such as drug abuse, gangsters, rape, alcohol abuse and 
teenage suicides. 
 The Department of Social Development can play a more effective role in mobilizing 
all the stakeholders in the community. These stakeholders must take a firm stance 
on service delivery. 
On a more general note, one interviewee felt that the Department of Social Development 
has made a significant contribution but can do more to tackle the factors that contribute to 
“third degree poverty”. Funding should be allocated to conduct intensive moral 
regeneration activities with special focus on the youth. 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
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In response to how what the Department should do to ensure that SMEs survive, training 
was highlighted as a fundamental issue. Respondent 1 indicated that follow-up training is 
necessary to ensure that people have mastered the desired skills. Another key factor is 
marketing. According to respondent 2, the Department of Social Development should assist 
in marketing and in this way secure service and product delivery for SMEs. Funding should 
also be allocated according to the needs of the SMEs. From the funding allocations made to 
SMEs, it is evident that prescribed amounts are allocated to all SMEs, i.e. in totals of 
R500 000’s; R250 000’s and in some cases R750 000’s. Here, respondent 1 refers to the need 
for stipends as well as other budgetary needs. Regular monitoring was emphasized again as 
a vital important task. Respondent 1 stated that “they only come to fetch reports”, i.e. the 
departmental officials.  
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
The following are quiet diverse views on how the Department can ensure the future survival 
of SMEs: 
 Provide more training for SMEs. 
 Redesign the program so that it is based on business development essentials. In view 
of the business plan (see Annexure ‘A’) framework used by the Department of Social 
Development, no viability testing is evident, nor are projections with regard to 
operating cash flow as well as profit and loss statements reflected.  According to 
Lionel Billings, chief operating officer of Business Partners Eastern Cape (December, 
2008): “Providing financial statements and projections is a vital part of presenting 
any business plan...”. Billings emphasizes the importance of including operating 
budgets, cash flow projections, income statements, and pro forma balance sheets 
for at least three years. He also values the inclusion of the costing methodology 
employed or to be employed with full analysis of cost of sales. 
 Consistent user friendly policy interpretation and procedures with supervised 
mentorship. 
 Stipends should be provided for beneficiaries for a period of three years until the 
project is able to generate salaries for its own members. 
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  Employ officials that are knowledgeable in terms of community practises. 
  Redefine the target market. 
 Establish meaningful partnerships. 
 Garner requisite resources. 
 More intense focus on the outcome and evaluation of funding allocations and its 
impact.  
• Viability testing of projects prior to funding implementation. From the documents 
obtained, it is evident that a participatory urban appraisal report is normally 
conducted (see Annexure “E”). The purpose of this participatory appraisal is to 
identify priority needs on a consensus level and not a viability study. No marketing 
strategy is therefore drawn up to indicate sustainability of the project in future.  
  
4.2.10 Significance of Contribution 
(a) Successful SME beneficiaries:  
Only one of the four respondents is of the opinion that the Department of Social 
Development has made a significant contribution. The other three felt that much still needs 
to be done. One views the departments program implementation as taking the ‘wrong 
angle’, while the other one is of the opinion that poverty should also be tackled at a much 
broader level, such as moral regeneration, crime busting and other social issues. 
(b) Unsuccessful SMEs: 
Four of the six respondents are of the opinion that the Department of Social Development 
did make a significant contribution towards alleviating poverty through business initiatives. 
Two respondents felt strongly that no difference has been made in the improvement of 
their livelihoods.  
 
 
(c) Employees from the Department of Social Development:   
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Two officials indicated that no significant contribution is made. One stated that very few 
projects have seen the light while the other official emphasized the lack of creativity, 
innovativeness and entrepreneurial spirit. The other three officials felt that a contribution 
has been made although not significant. They value the many business initiatives funded by 
the Department of Social Development but realize the importance of teamwork among 
beneficiaries and all governmental departments in order to be successful.  
4.2.11 Concluding remarks: 
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the researcher observed some of the 
operational activities of the SMEs and read financial statements and other relevant 
documents to gain a better insight into all activities conducted by the SMEs.  
A profile of each SME was therefore obtained by the researcher in order to distinct between 
those operating successfully and those that can be regarded as a failure. Referring to 
chapter two, where small business success was defined, the researcher made mention of 
the criteria that determine success. However, within the social welfare paradigm the 
essence is job creation. This is supported by Rogerson (2004) who contends that 
employment creation is the primary goal for poverty alleviation.  
The following distinctions were identified during the researcher’s observations and scrutiny 
of the documents obtained: 
 The successful SMEs manifest the ability to remunerate their staff members and 
maintain a stable cash flow. This is realized due to their market portfolio, which 
includes cash customers. On the other hand the unsuccessful SMEs heavily rely on 
government departments for ordering their product and have a very limited cash 
market.  
 One major problem with one of the unsuccessful SMEs is that they have under quote 
for services rendered to the municipality. This was also a concern of one 
interviewee.   As a result they hardly break even and cannot afford to pay their 
members’ shares. 
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 It also appears that the successful SMEs are better skilled in terms of the drafting of 
their financial documents (costing, pricing, budgets and income statements). 
 The overall support within their customer market seems far more developed in 
terms of their marketing and branding strategy. These successful SMEs are rendering 
services within these communities and have developed a strong relationship with 
the various communities. One can conclude that the social capital element is 
effective in this context. 
In view of Table 4(b) above, SME 1 is the most successful. One of the respondents from SME 
1 indicated their overwhelming support from the communities at large as well as from the 
various governmental departments. Since the beginning of their functions, they managed to 
remunerate all members. These members are aware of the peak months (when the demand 
for services are high) and plan well for the other few remaining months with a lower 
demand rate. Yet, according to one respondent, they are busy every day due to the demand 
for services. 
Pricing is one of their advantages. One respondent explained how they are able to cater for 
the customer at an amount of R15 000 compared to other services which could amount to 
R35 000. From the demonstrations observed, this SME embarked on an effective cost 
reduction strategy, for example, they sew their own clothes, bake the confectionery 
themselves, make their own candles and have their own transport. In this way they became 
highly profitable. Profit before dividends exceeded R500 000 for the two years prior to the 
research. More than 700 functions were hosted in this period and over 800 temporary jobs 
created. 
The respondent from SME 2 depicts a scenario of vulnerability and dependence on funding 
from the Department of Social Development. Although the Bangle Ubuntu project is doing 
well in terms of providing an income to its members, funding to render non-profitable 
services is required. A delay in funding causes cash flow problems although not of major 
concern. In essence, this SME is able to provide employment to its professional staff and a 
monthly income to the various project members. 
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SME 3 is operating on a daily basis; however the staff members must first sell the paintings 
and purchase materials before taking stipends. These activities depend entirely on the 
voluntary effort of staff members. Judging from the pricing of various art works, i.e. 
paintings, pottery and other related products, the SME can become highly successful if a 
market is established. Furthermore, the opportunity exists to conduct classes for learners 
and teachers on a contractual basis with remuneration from the Department of Arts and 
Culture and Education. 
4.3  Chapter Summary 
The research results of the interviews conducted are presented in this chapter. The results 
reflected information that is pertinent to the social welfare paradigm in establishing SMEs. 
The semi-structured interviews facilitated by the researcher enabled an in-depth 
understanding of the participants’ experiences, knowledge and history. The interviews also 
created an opportunity for the researcher to understand the numerous factors that 
contribute to the success and failure of SMEs established by the Department of Social 
Development.  
Apart from the latter, the respondents made recommendations to the Department of Social 
Development on how they can improve on their current service delivery and ultimately 
ensure a higher success rate among SMEs. Many emotions flowed from the interviews, such 
as “..serve with a passion; When they are talking, their promises are too high. Politicians 
sign agreements but officials don’t deliver; When people messed up...” that are of semantic 
value to SMEs.  
Interviewees’ frustrations with the Department of Social Development were also 
highlighted. At one stage during the interview, one respondent requested that the recording 
of the interview be discontinued when sensitive information was disclosed. 
The following chapter will entertain theoretical discussions linked to the research results 
presented in this chapter. 
 
CHAPTER FIVE 
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Discussion of Results 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter four depicted the findings of the research and stated the opinions and meanings of 
the respondents as far as possible. This chapter aims to discuss the above findings of the 
research with reference to the theoretical overview outlined in chapter two. 
5.2 The Need for Business Management Skills 
All three sample categories view business management skills as key for the smooth running 
of the operations and in doing so secure the survival of the business. Curran et al., 1986 
identifies insufficient management and business skills as contributing to the failure of SMEs. 
This can be linked with the unsuccessful SMEs who experienced a greater need for training 
as compare to SME 1.  According to Pretoria et al., (2006) the value of training cannot be 
underestimated, as it prepares and improves entrepreneurship. The fact that SME 1’s 
beneficiaries have already mastered the skills necessary to fulfil their production and service 
delivery requirements can be linked to their profitability and ability to retain a big cash 
customer market. Mason (2006) stated that a low level of education can be expected among 
SMEs. This was confirmed in this research study, in particular by official 2. Some of the 
respondents are of the view that the Department of Social Development (DSD) staff should 
also be trained to acquire the necessary business skills.  Training will allow them to execute 
duties well, as it will provide them with the necessary information, expertise and capabilities 
(Nieman, 2006). 
Respondent 9 mentioned that the Department of Social Development started from the 
‘wrong angle’ when implementing projects. This means that training should be provided 
prior to the implementation of the project, which will empower the trainee to perform the 
duties necessary to ensure the smooth functioning of the SME. This response was supported 
by the majority of departmental officials. The latter is congruent with Nieman (2006) who 
contends that training is a prerequisite for staff development. One respondent contends 
that basic skills training is a priority and thus agree with Mason’s (2006) view that official 
training should be encouraged to a certain extent with an option for in-service training. 
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Some of the respondents felt that formal training should be a criterion for entrance to the 
SME. Others have emphasized that a recruitment process be implemented.  
5.3 Factors Hampering Growth and Success 
5.3.1 Communication 
Respondent 7 highlighted proper communication as a key factor without which business can 
be stifled. Misunderstanding among members can cause serious relationship problems, as in 
the case of SME 1 where the whole committee was dissolved. SME 1 resolved their crisis by 
using a mentor. In the case of the unsuccessful SMEs a lack of understanding can be 
interpreted as a lack of communication, firstly among beneficiaries and secondly between 
the officials and SMEs. Cornforth (1983, in Curran et. Al., 1986) maintains that weak 
relationships between management and workers are one of the reasons why SMEs fail. 
Assertiveness was also identified as a stumbling block in resolving issues among members.  
5.3.2 Lack of Teamwork 
Teamwork was a key factor in obtaining a spirit to work in harmony despite communication 
problems in SME 1. Unity and teamwork carried them through. Business Report (1 February 
2007) warns that cooperatives in particular can easily be destroyed due to their inability to 
enhance teamwork and solve problems. This inability of beneficiaries to enhance teamwork 
has been confirmed by the beneficiaries of SME 3 and 4 who highlighted a lack of 
commitment among their members. 
5.3.3 Poor access to markets 
The ability to retain and access markets as well as marketing skills was among the stumbling 
blocks indicated by SMEs. There is an expectation from the Department of Social 
Development to play a more effective role in securing the market for SMEs. This was also 
suggested by one of the officials as a measure to ensure sustainability of SMEs.   Nieman 
(2006) emphasized the importance of establishing own markets and warns SMEs not to 
confine themselves to government tenders. Maintaining a relative customer market size is 
one of the factors leading to the success of SME1 and the survival of SME 4, although to a 
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very limited extent. This is in line what Lighthelm and Cant (2003) underpin, i.e. an improved 
insight in market related issues such as limited market size and customer competition.  
SME 4 indicated that they face stiff competition from two national companies.  
 
5.3.4 Delay in payments from Governmental Departments 
The concern about the delay in payments by the Department of Social Development was 
raised by respondents from both SME categories as well as the departmental officials. In 
cases where monthly or annual funding allocations are due, payments should arrive on time. 
This also applies to all other departments. The income statement for July (2008) of SME 1 
reflected debtors of more than 50% of the total income. These debtors consist of services 
rendered to various departments. The income statement also showed a surplus in excess of 
R45 000. Nieman (2006) warns that SMEs should manage their debtors sensitively although 
increasing debtors is a method to increase sales. Where SMEs have a high dependency rate 
on government to supply goods and services (like in the case of the unsuccessful SMEs), 
they need to establish a strong cash position (Nieman: 2006).  In the case of SME 1, a delay 
in payments has not seriously affected their operations as compare to the unsuccessful 
SMEs.  
5.3.5 Lack of access to sufficient funding 
Although the Department of Social Development received a good response in terms of the 
accessibility of funding by SMEs, insufficient funding was indicated across all three sample 
categories. Suggestions were made in terms of budget allocations that allow for stipends for 
beneficiaries for a period of two to three years. This confirms Bannock’s assertion (in Mason 
2006) that governments are making an insignificant contribution when it comes to the 
financing of SMEs. SME 4 indicated that they are incapacitated due to a need of certain 
machinery and cannot supply government departments with big orders.  
5.3.6 Poor business management 
The uncertainty and need for direction as far as the daily operations of the business is 
concerned was identified by the two unsuccessful SMEs. Despite the lack of training, it is 
evident that there is a lack of cost management and financial management skills. One SME 
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has under quoted their biggest customer as a result they hardly break even. Although 
managing to cover labour expenses, they are unable to pay their beneficiaries. The above 
problems mentioned is congruent with Cornforth in Curren et al., 1986, who contends that 
cooperatives misjudges their profit-making problems and skilfulness to successfully steer 
the business.  
5.3.7 Relationships and Personality 
SMEs 1and 2 viewed management style, attitude, integrity and equality as important in 
establishing good team work. During the interviews, it was gathered that members 
sometimes leave if not treated in the right manner. SMEs 1 and 2 are headed by females 
and gender certainly plays an important role when it comes to the fulfilment of managerial 
tasks of operating SMEs. Spilling and Berg (2000) assumed that the managerial role of 
women in small business is weak. One of the members in SME 1 was labelled as “bossy” 
who assumes the leading administrative role.  One can therefore agree with Numes (1998) 
that the cultural and community setup contributes to the gender bias we are experiencing.  
5.3.8 Lack of human resources 
It is clear from the interviews that a lack of skilled departmental personnel cause many 
stumbling blocks for SMEs. This was also acknowledged by some of the departmental 
officials. SMEs felt helpless and frustrated when there is no monitoring from the 
Department of Social Development. The need to empower SMEs was recognised by the 
government through the establishment of development agencies to render the necessary 
empowerment services. The administration capacity of all governmental departments plays 
a major role in steering SMEs to success (Delport: 2005). 
5.4 Factors Contributing to Success 
5.4.1 Entrepreneurship 
When the researcher observed the operational activities of SME 1 in particular, the concept 
of entrepreneurship came to mind. Timmons’s definition (1989:1 in Kirby 2003) of 
entrepreneurship is “the ability to create and build something from practically nothing” 
which was evident in the creativity of the group members.  They have combined all their 
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skills to build a competitive SME with strong capacity to deliver. Furthermore, among their 
operations they innovated ways to reduce cost and in doing so were able to advance ahead 
of competitors in terms of pricing of their services and products. This innovativeness was 
important for the group to overcome certain hurdles, such as establishing a cash market and 
secure the growth potential of the business (Pretorius, Millard and Kruger: 2006). The SMEs’ 
creativity prevented them from being “copy cats” and enabled them to find a niche market. 
Creativeness is a prerequisite for survival (Kirby: 2003). 
5.4.2 Pricing of Products and Services 
Gadenne (1998) outlines three organisational practices that are the cornerstone of business 
success: 
(i) A high degree of cost management. This is surely one of the characteristics of the 
most successful SME who manifests the ability to test the economic viability of 
their services. Pycraft, Singh and Philela (2004) mentioned that SMEs need to 
understand the cost dynamics of their sales in relation to the management of 
their operational costs. SME 3 acknowledges the lack of cost management skills 
that resulted to under quoting for services. 
(ii) Continuous attentiveness to quality improvement. One respondent who is 
responsible for the operational division stated that they have to set high 
standards and strive to improve on a daily basis. The researcher interpreted the 
behaviour of this particular person as one who takes pride in her duties. This is in 
line with Durand’s view (2005) that pride in products and services are among the 
finest measures of success. 
(iii) A trend of increasing sales volumes. According to Nieman (2006), this is a way to 
keep businesses out of cash flow troubles. The high volumes of functions and 
events hosted by SME 1 certainly keep their cash flow stable, apart from the 
debtors’ list. More important, they manifest the ability to maintain their high 
volume activities even during the off-peak period.  
 
It can be noted that the above-mentioned three organisational practices significantly 
influence pricing, if ignored (as in the case of SME 3) it can cause financial losses. 
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5.4.3 Ability to Compete 
 
After the interviews conducted, the researcher was shown a presentation about the 
decorative display regarding catering for meals of SME 1. During this presentation it was 
explained how the various components and activities complement one another. This 
created a better understanding of the ability of the SME to render services and provide 
products at a price of R15 000, compared to other businesses with a price of R35 000. The 
mere fact that they were able to analyse their competitor’s product and service and 
outcompete them, leads to the creation of a competitive advantage factor (Doeschef: 1996). 
The researcher also established a link between the above activity and maintaining high 
standards. It appears that the market share environment is quite demanding for innovative 
and creative service delivery as well as good customer advice. Venkataraman and Van de 
Ven (1998, in Lechner and Dowling, 2003) argue that a firm’s ability to maintain and extend 
its networks is necessary for its growth and survival. SME 1 in particular used the skills of 
their beneficiaries and the various relationships they have build up in different communities 
to strengthen and expand their market.  
 
5.4.4 The Right Business Idea 
 
On the issue of engaging in the right business idea, it was mentioned that the Department 
of Trade and Industry assisted SME 1 in terms of providing professional advice on the 
business idea. As it took the cultural and community activities into account, this business 
idea led to the establishment of a strong market with very little competition. Gadenne 
(1998) associates such advance performance and the minimization of risks (in this case 
increasing the survival rate) with professional advice. Although it appears that the utilisation 
of professional advice by this SME is not continuous, it brought about the desired results. 
Khan (2007) emphasises the importance of introspection in order to acknowledge 
managerial deficiencies. This group certainly took cognisance of the importance of their 
managerial deficiencies despite their basic skills being of just a basic standard. They 
expressed the need for more training. 
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5.4.5 Social Responsibility 
 
The two successful SMEs are involved in social responsibility activities and strongly agree 
with the concept of reciprocated community support. One respondent said that “We need 
to plough back...”, meaning that they invest in their communities and acknowledge the 
community’s support in return. The researcher wanted to establish whether social capital 
contributes to the success of SME 1 and 2. In response, one respondent from SME 1 
disagreed with the other respondents, stating that there is a constant demand for their 
services. Another respondent stated that all members have links in the communities due to 
their intensive community involvement and are well known to all stakeholders. This level of 
relationships is to be believed part of their success in establishing a good market. This is 
congruent with Nieman (2006) who contends that networks within broader community 
sector are vital for the survival and growth of the business. One of the unsuccessful SMEs 
also associates their existence and survival through their relationship with the communities.  
One respondent indicated that private businesses are fearful of their (SMEs) success. As a 
result, these private businesses have developed a negative perception with regards to 
government’s job creation initiatives. The same respondent mentioned that the reason for 
the support of their business is the community’s positive perception of women 
empowerment.  
The researcher can therefore conclude that the high level of community involvement of 
these members, there group orientation and social cultural resources resulted in their 
community support and could be interpreted as a future competitive advantage. 
Involvement is one of the four dimensions used by Smerek and Denison (2007) to link social 
capital with organisational performance. According to Saxton and Benson (2005) where a 
high level of social capital environment exists, SMEs are more likely to engage in events that 
may help to alleviate constraints. SMEs 1 and 2 are actively involved in these kinds of events 
apart from their business activities. 
 
5.4.6 Planning 
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None of the respondents and departmental officials mentioned planning as a contributing 
factor towards business success. However, intervention planning was evident in SME 1 & 2 
during scrutiny of their documents. The intervention logic together with a cost plan matrix 
gives the SMEs clear direction in terms of their services and cost implications for the year 
ahead. It also serves as a measurement tool as it includes the desired results the SME hopes 
to achieve.  From the interviews, it can be noted that all four SMEs are planning activities, 
such as the expansion of the type of business activities they would like to engage in, in the 
near future. The section on projects in the pipeline in table 4 (b) reflects this information 
gathered during the interviews. Taking all SMEs’ planning in perspective, it evolves around 
expanding their current activities and service delivery. These planned projects mean 
generating more income and the strengthening of their ability to survive in future. The 
above planning is congruent with Mockler’s (1972) view that the purpose of business 
planning is to find most profitable ways to allocate limited company resources among 
competitive profit opportunities. The researcher can also conclude that the successful SMEs 
have taken a strategic view to buffer them against business failure. Holland (1998) 
emphasizes the importance of planning for success in order to buffer the business against 
possible business failure. 
 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
 
In this chapter the researcher attempted to bring theoretical relevance to the research 
findings. Special mention was made of the factors contributing to the success of SMEs.  It is 
important to note that success factors emanating from reciprocated community support 
came from the respondents of the two successful SMEs. Entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurial qualities is linked to the success of SME 1. Social capital also features as one 
of the contributors to small business success. Quite a number of human aspects play a 
fundamental role in team work and the subsequent success of the SME. These are attitude, 
relationships among each other, assertiveness and good communication, personality traits 
and integrity. 
CHAPTER SIX 
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Recommendations and Conclusion 
6.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter discussed the research results and links the theory to the results. In 
chapter six, the researcher makes certain recommendations to the relevant stakeholders 
and various appropriate role players. A conclusion of the overall research study is made in 
an attempt to give a brief summary of understanding. Certain limitations were experienced 
during the research process, and these are also highlighted in this chapter. 
6.2 Conclusion of this Study 
The research study attempted to establish a deeper understanding of the factors 
contributing to the success and failure of SMEs established by the Department of Social 
Development, which is part of the South African government’s poverty alleviation strategy. 
Entrepreneurship plays a vital role in terms of the type of business idea, creative thinking 
and small business success. Establishing and maintaining a competitive advantage depends 
on entrepreneurial skills, yet the establishment of a good market also depends on other 
factors such as community involvement and social responsibility. There are many factors 
that can play a role to increase the success rate of SMEs within the social welfare context. 
The significant contribution of the small business sector across the globe cannot be under-
estimated, nor the role that government departments in South Africa are playing in an 
attempt to expedite the poverty eradication process.  The stable South African economy 
together with the significant role of government in driving the black economic 
empowerment programme is a favourable combination to the overall fight to overcome 
poverty and realize wealth creation. This allows a steady platform for any researcher to 
focus on the internal as well as the external factors that contribute to the success and 
failure of SMEs. 
In addition to the many factors of the traditional methods of business administration, the 
social capital element has been introduced in chapter two as a major role player due to the 
unique environment of the sample group, i.e. the social welfare field. Therefore, all possible 
factors contributing to the success and failure of SMEs have been explored within the scope 
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of this research. Within the social capital element, the fundamental relationship between 
the community involvement and small business support was identified.  
 
In the literature review, the reasons for small businesses’ success and failure were 
discussed. Recommendations pertinent to the overall management of SMEs established by 
the Department of Social Development were made by the respondents in an attempt to 
ascertain a deeper understanding of factors contributing toward success or failure of the 
respective small business ventures. In chapter five, the findings of the research were 
discussed and linked to the theory outlined in the literature review.  
One outstanding feature of the successful groups is their basic skills in producing the 
necessary products and delivering the required services. The study has also discovered the 
distinctive role of both managerial skills and basic production skills. 
In conjunction with the latter, training overall plays a pivotal role in enhancing beneficiaries’ 
or members’ ability to execute business operations. Training should include both managerial 
and production aspects. From the research it is clear that training prior to start-up, as well 
as advance training during operations is significant in determining the success of the 
business. Also emanating from this study is the outcry for business experts to be employed 
by the Department of Social Development and not Social Work staff. 
Overall, the delay in funding allocations, the type of budget and subsequent approval 
according to Departmental policy and the incapacity to expedite second tranches and/ or 
follow-up funding are major barriers for business growth. Once the above impediments are 
removed, more SMEs will be able to take a step towards becoming successful. 
Finally, viewing the intensity of the monitoring and supportive role that needs to be fulfilled 
by the Department of Social Development against the current scenario that unfolds at SME 
level, it becomes clear that working on this empowerment mechanism within the 
department should be a serious future consideration. 
 
6.3 Limitations of the study 
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The scope and nature of this research, i.e. involving a governmental department and its 
delivery of services, meant that there were certain stumbling blocks. During the research 
process, the following limitations were discovered: 
 The population sample was so small that the researcher experience difficulty in 
identifying two successful SMEs. 
 Although 50% of the SMEs’ beneficiaries interviewed, expressed their convenience 
to conduct the interviews in English, this was not their mother language and could 
have been an obstacle during information sharing. 
 Only two of the SMEs beneficiaries interviewed were males. Gender difference could 
also have influenced the data collection process as the researcher is a male. 
 The study was confined to only one department of the state, although other 
departments are also involved in poverty eradication programmes such as the 
Department of Trade and Industry, Agriculture, Public Works and Land Affairs. 
 
 The researcher experienced problems interviewing senior officials from the 
Department of Social Development, although permission was granted to the 
researcher by the district manager. From the nine officials, only five manage to 
respond.  
 
 The possibility exist that the responses of the officials from the Department of Social 
Development are highly contestable in terms of objectivity and could have 
influenced the reliability of the research. However, the researcher is of the opinion 
that it could have enhanced the validity of the research based on their actual 
responses. 
 
 
 
 
6.4 Recommendations 
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The research study is essential as it uncovers some of the causes of the success and failure 
of SMEs and in particular within a social welfare context. Under this section the rationale of 
the research study is entertained, i.e. among other to make recommendations to the 
Department of Social Development about the future implementation of small business 
initiatives in an attempt to eradicate poverty. 
6.4.1 Recommendations to the SME beneficiaries/members 
 Business management is a separate division that is distinct from the production 
activities of the small business. Staff members and beneficiaries need special 
training in these divisions as they are dealing with important issues of pricing and 
unit costing as well as the strategic management of the overall business. The 
researcher would like to refer to SME 3 and 4 who have the production skills, but 
cannot be successful as they lack business management skills. 
 Beneficiaries should embrace open and honest communication in striving towards 
building a good team that can perform activities in a unit. 
 Members and beneficiaries should not be confined only to training as such, but 
attention should be given to career development, which will buffer the business 
against potential loss of talent in future. Training should be treated as the absolute 
minimum requirement to perform duties and be perceived as a prerequisite for 
career development. 
 Marketing skills are a separate but vital component to ensure the survival of the 
business. Recruitment of talented staff in this area should also be a prerequisite. 
6.4.2 Recommendations to the SME managers and mentors 
 Managers, mentors and leaders of SMEs should ensure a high level of understanding 
among members of important motivational aspects such as team work, equality and 
leadership roles. 
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 Continuously improve knowledge about business management skills such as 
strategic management, cost management as well as cash flow management by 
attending short courses. 
 Expand social networks within the community of operation and abroad. The 
outcome of this activity should be the strengthening of human resources capacity to 
give practical advice and support. 
  Strategically ensure collaborative action from all relevant stakeholders and 
governmental departments. Manage such collaborations to strengthen resources for 
the SME to secure growth and survival. 
 Take part in recruitment and selection of members or beneficiaries when the need 
arise. The focus here should be accommodating diversity in terms of the motivation 
for becoming part of the SME, such as experience and skills. SME 1 is an example of 
diverse skills in its membership that contributed tremendously to the success of the 
business. 
 Take a leading role and act proactively when dealing with the selection of the type of 
business activity, as this decision could mean the success or failure of the business 
from the onset. Professional advice should also be utilised such as the Department 
of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA). 
6.4.3 Recommendations to the Department of Social Development 
 The implementation of a constant monitoring and evaluation system is necessary to 
render supportive services. This will enhance the smooth functioning of SMEs and 
prevent unnecessary internal relationship problems. 
 Payments should be made in accordance with the planned time frames of business 
activities and budget specification. This will avoid a negative influence on business 
operations and, to a certain extent, cash flow problems.  
 Collaboration with the various other departments and in particular with the 
Department of Labour should be effectively managed to ensure that training is 
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conducted prior to business start-up. Training should include production and 
managerial skills.  
 
 Recruitment of business staff to implement such small business initiatives is pivotal 
to ensure the overall successful management of these SMEs. 
 SMEs must be engaged in programmes that foster entrepreneurial thinking and 
enhance the level of entrepreneurship. This will enable SMEs to become highly 
independent and increase their survival rate. 
 Employ business experts and business orientated personnel, not Social Work staff to 
implement poverty programme through the establishment of SMEs. 
 Allocate funding as per the budget specification of each SME and not a general grant 
to start the business. 
 Stipends for a period of at least two years should be considered until the business is 
profitable to remunerate its staff. 
6.4.4 Recommendations to the government policy makers 
 The funding criteria need to be reviewed in the light of training needs and skills of 
the beneficiaries. 
 Feasibility studies should be introduced where huge capital allocations are been 
made. This will reduce the risk of business initiatives. 
6.4.5 Recommendations for future research 
 The dependency of certain SMEs on government tenders and business activities 
should be investigated out of concern for their long-term sustainability. 
 Aspects of social capital contributing to the success of SMEs, in particular established 
by the Department of Social Development, need thorough investigation as well as 
the success rate of SMEs within this department as opposed to other departments. 
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 The impact and effectiveness of the introduction of more improved systems, 
resources of empowerment and social networks also need exploration to link them 
with small business success and failure.   
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